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Trice's Tiger Hoops Point
Guard Roots Run Deep

-See Sports

May we continue to prayfor the

438th Military Police Company
111 and theirfamilies during their time ofservice.
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Local law enforcement agencies
joined forces Wednesday night in the
arrest of a Calloway County woman
served with a fugitive from justice warrant in connection with her husbands
2006 murder in Alabama.
According to Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, Peggy J. Turner,
36, was arrested at her residence at
12793 Ky. 94 East after Calloway
Sheriff's Det. Sgt. Samantha Mighell
confirmed Turner was at that location.

Thursday, January 31, 2008

Detectives with the
Pennyrile Narcotics
Task Force assisted
Probation and Parole in
a search of the residence which resulted
in three others being
arrested
on
drug
charges. Two of the
subjects were in violation of their active
parole for separate drug charges.
Detectives located methamphetamine, several items of drug parapherna-

Murray, KY 42071

ha and a 12-gauge shotgun.
investigation for drug
Turner was arrested and charged
related charges ,when
with fugitive from justice (Alabama),
the sheriff's departfirst degree; firearm enhanced first
ment was notified by
offense possession of a controlled subAlabama law enforcestance (methamphetamine); and
ment of the outstandfirearm enhanced first offense possesing warrant.
sion of drug paraphernalia.
Michael 0. Glover,
According to Mighell. Turner and
30, a resident of
her husband, Wayne, went to Alabama
12793 Ky. 94 East,
Glover
for business in 2006 when he was shot
was arrested and
and killed. A warrant was issued in charged with firearm enhanced first
Alabama for Turner's arrest.
degree; second offense possession of a
Mighell said Turner was under controlled substance (methampheta-

mine);
firearm
enhanced
second
offense possession of
drug paraphernalia;
possession
of
a
firearm by a convicted
felon; and was served
with A parole violation
detainer.
Jason K. Wilson
30, of Eddyville, was
arrested and served
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•See Page 2A

FIRST STORMS Now SNOW; MORE COMING?

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Wnter
Calloway County residents
barely had time to pick up the
pieces from Tuesday night's
thunderstorms before they were
bombarded with snow, sleet and
rain this morning, leaving roadways throughout the county icy
and dangerous for driving.
According to Calloway
County Sheriff's dispatch, all
officers were out responding to
numerous injury and non-injury
traffic accidents related to the
weather this morning.
David Humphrey, a lead
forecaster with the National
Weather Service in Paducah,
said the winter weather was a
surprise.
"We thought we'd get just a
little bit and change over to rain
this morning." he said. "But it's
a little colder then we were
anticipating."
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet issued a traffic advisory
early this morning cautioning
drivers of the weather that is
scheduled to continue throughout the day and into tonight.
"The forecast still holds for
later tonight (Murray) getting
your main round of winter
weather." said Humphrey.
"Something very similar to what
you saw this morning. It might
improve today as temperatures
rebound and you might get a lit-

FYI
More photos of Tuesday's
storm damage from the county can be found on page 2A
inside today's Ledger.
said Jody Brooks. Calloway
County Road Department supervisor. "We're getting ready for
tonight. Hopefully we'll miss it
but you never know. Calloway
County has been pretty lucki
this year."
Brooks said a road treatment
truck was sent around the lakes
area for the county residents.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet had crews out treating
Calloway County roads ea*
this morning.
Drivers are encouraged t2i
use caution while driving.
The
National
Weathit
Service expected little accumla:
tion. but says the northereborder of the state would to see the
worst of the winter weather.
Calloway County is under a
winter weather advisory until
noon Friday. Through the rest of
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times today and tonight, there is a 100
Motorists found area roadways extremely slick this morning in some areas of the county
after a winter storm pushed its way percent chance of precipitation
across Kentucky. A wintry mix of snow, sleet and freezing rain was seen in regions of the state.
Icy roads made driving haz- in the form of snow, sleet or
ardous for many residents. Pictured above, a highway crew works on Kentucky 280 near
Calloway County's East Elementary freezing rain and accumulations
School.
are expected up to an inch.
tie rain that will wash it off. But into your icing problems."
Friday's forecast calls for a
Department, they responded to call that a car was in a ditch.
tonight temperatures will drop
slight chance of snow in the
According to Sgt. Tracy one confirmed accident related
'There
was
a
few
slick
spots
again and that's when you'll get Guge with the Murray
Police to the weather and received a in curves but nothing major," morning then sunshine until late
Saturday or Sunday.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Report
Math, science, reading and English scores of eighth and 10th
graders at Calloway County and Murray Independent schools on the
ACT's Plan and Explore academic assessments show students have
obtained, exceeded or are making good progress toward academic
goals.
Both MISD and Calloway students matched or exceeded national and state level scores in tested areas with few exceptions; MISD
students exceeded state and national averages in all categories, but
fell short of benchmarks in math or science.
Composite scores on both tests for students in both districts show
students scored about the same as last year or made progress. The
Plan arid Explore tests are based on the national ACT assessment
with 8th grade Explore scores ranging between I to 25 and sophomore Plan scores ranging between 1 and 32.
According to information released by the Calloway County
Board of Education. Calloway 8th grade student scores on the
Explore assessment for 2007-2008 were 14.1 in reading, 14.7 in
math, 16 in science and 14.6 in English for an averaged "composite" score of 15; up slightly from a composite of 14.9 last year.
The reading score stayed the same as last year with the math
score rising from 14.4 and the English score rising from 14.5 in
2006-2007. The science score dropped slightly from 16.1.
Calloway 10th grade student scores in tested areas on the Plan
assessment for 2007-2008 include, 16.2 in reading, 16.1 in math.
17.4 in science and 15.9 in English for an averaged "composite"

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Times
T1GER SEND-OFF: Members of the Murray High School basketball team make their way through students as the 'Tigers
took off Wednesday morning for Richmond, Ky. Murray High will play Somerset today at 4 p.m. in the first round
of the
Touchstone Energy All 'A' Classic at Eastern Kentucky University.

II See Page 3A
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• GREG TRAVIS & HOLLY WISE/Ledger & Times
TUESDAY EVENING STORM DAMAGE: Damage was reported throughout Calloway County
as the result of a severe line of thunderstorms that passed through the region Tuesday
evening, according to Bill Call, director of Emergency Management. Among the areas hardest
hit was Alex Forks Road in the northwestern portion of the county. Pictured at left IS some of

the damage to residences along that road, as Call inspected the area Wednesday morning. At
right, the roof was blown off this barn located off of lngrahm Lane during Tuesday night's thunderstorms. 'We were fortunate that no serious injuries have been reported," said Calloway
County Sheriff Bill Marcum.

Floods added to winter woes in New York

Judge moves Curtin murder trial to
Hickman County instead of Christian

BUFFALO, N.Y. (API — Lake Enc surged
over its eastern shore Wednesday, adding flooding
to the headaches delivered by a windy storm that
tipped tractor-trailers, disrupted flights, and toppled trees and power lines across a wide swath of
the nation.
Arctic air roared into New York before dawn.
sending Tuesday's spnnglike temperatures plummeting Buffalo went from 53 degrees at 3 a.m.
Wednesday to 15 degrees by noon. Classes were
canceled at most area WhOols.
High winds were suspected of collapsing a
scaffold at a Brooklyn building that killed a construction worker and seriously injured another
Wednesday morning
In northern Ohio. a train traveling in high
winds derailed on a bridge over Sandusky Bay
around 4 a m.. sending about 10 freight cars into
the water, said Ottawa County Shenff Robert
Bratton. No injuries were reported.

Authonties on Tuesday rescued five people
camping in a van near Elkton. Ore., the Douglas
County sheriff's office said. They had planned to
leave Sunday but were trapped by snow. With supplies dwindling, one man hiked to find cell phone
service and to contact relatives in Tacoma. Wash.,
who then notified authonties.
In Washington %tate, an avalanche trapped two
cars and forced the closure of the westbound lane
of snowy Interstate 90, the state's main east-west
thoroughfare. at Snoqualmie Pass. No one was
injured in the avalanche, which occurred just
hours after the road was reopened following its
longest weather closure since 2002.
Several inches of icy water covered some roads
in Buffalo's Old First Ward neighbortuxxi after
Lake Erie suddenly rose 10 1/2 feet around 6 a.m.
and left behind chunks of ice as it receded through
the morning.

care

MAYFIELD, Ky.(API — A
judge in western Kentucky has
moved the trial of three people
accused in the death of an 18year-old woman in 2000.
Graves County Circuit Judge
Tim Stark on Wednesday
ordered that the trial be held in
Hickman County instead of
Christian County to ensure wit-

nesses will be available to testify.
The three defendants —
Quincy Cross, Tamara Caldwell
and Jeffery Burton — are
accused of kidnapping, raping
and murdering Jessica Currin in
July 2000. The trial is set to
begin March 3.
Stark decided last year to

move the trial to Hopkinsville
because of concerns about pretrial publicity in Mayfield.
Clinton, the seat of Hickman
County. is about 35 miles from
Mayfield.
Stark indicated he considered
alternate counties but their
courtrooms either weren't available or were too small.

•Murder fugitive ...
with a parole violation detainer.
Austin Lee Ford. 18, of Calvert City. was
arrested and charged with first
degree. first offense possession
of a controlled substance
(methamphetamine), possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia after investigators searched
his ('alven City residence.
Turner. Glover and Wilson
were lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. Ford was lodged in
Ford
the Marshall C'ounty Detention
('enter

Primary Core Medical Center's New
Urgent Core Center •••-
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No bond was set as of this morning. According
to Mighell, Turner will either be extradited to
Alabama or she can fight extradition and be
charged in Kentucky.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department
was assisted by the Pennyrile Narcotics Task
Force, the Murray Police Department, Probation
and Parole, and the Marshall County Special
Response Team.
Persons with information related to the murder
can call the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department at 753-3151.

Urgent Care Center
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Primary Core Medical Center hos
provided Urgent Cure and walk-in
services for over 14 years
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Your carrier will deliver the paper as long as it is sate to travel.
Please understand the safety of our carriers is very important to us
We will do our best to deliver the newspaper to you.
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• AVAILABILITY. Seeing patients seven days a week ond at night
• RELIABLE. Primary Care Medical Confer is o State-of-the-Art medical facility that is
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clean, safe and comfortable

• EASE. Convenience with easy parking and walk.in services.
Each time you visit, you'll receive the CARE you'd expect to receive horn
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the devoted physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Center.
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CCHS graduate is new Marshall DARE officer

KentuckylnBrief
Senate OKs blocking domestic
partner benefits at Ky. universities

-•11

BENTON, Ky. --- The
Marshall County Sheriff's
Office has a new certified
DARE officer. On Jan. 25,
Deputy Nathan Maslow of the
Marshall County Sheriff's
Office completed the training
required to be certified as a
DARE Instructor. In the graduation, held in Campbellsville.
Ky., 12 officers from several
states received their diplomas
from the Kentucky State Police.
DARE or Drug Abuse
Resistance Education was started in the 1980s in Los Angeles
California as a drug abuse prevention program taught in the
exit grade of elementary school.
The program has been taught
in Marshall County since 1989.
Deputy Maslow is the fifth
Marshall County Sheriff's
Deputy.. to be certified as a
DARE Instructor.
Maxlow will teach the pro-

FRANKFORT, Ky CAP)- Kentucky's state Senate has approved
a measure that would block pubjic universities from offering
their
employees domestic partner laenefits.
The proposal cleared the Senate on a 30-5 vote Wednesday.
Senate President David Williams, one of the bill's proponents,
says allowing unmarried people to receive the same health
benefits
as married couples is unconstitutional. He says allowing domestic
partner benefits at public institutions is a violation of Kentucky's
same-sex marriage constitutional amendment that passed
in 2004.
The measure heads to the House for consideration, where it has
an uncertain future. A similar bill tailed in the House last year

Chief justice supports Beshear's plan
for penal code task force
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky's top-ranking Supreme Court
justice said Wednesday he agrees with the governor's plan to look at
ways to decrease the load on the state's prison system.
Chief Justice Joseph Lambert said he was pleased by Gov. Steve
Beshear's plans to assemble a criminal justice panel to review
Kentucky's penal code and find ways of relieving financial strains
caused by prison overcrowding. Lambert said some offenders could
be appropriately dealt with and still avoid costly prison stays.
"A whole host of things could be done that would keep them from
being incarcerated but would still keep society's thumb on them,"
Lambert said.
The governor outlined his proposed $18.5 billion two-year budget
to the General Assembly Tuesday night. The plan includes deep cuts
to various state agencies and public universities. Soaring expenses
in areas such as Medicaid and the prison system were partly to
blame for the cuts, Beshear said.
The governor singled out the state's bulging prison population as
one cost That must be contained in coming years. Kentucky's prison
population - which in 1970 stood at fewer than 3,000 inmates has surpassed 22,440 prisoners and was projected to keep increasing, Beshear said.
To help stabilize that population and rein in costs, Beshear said
he would create a panel to review the state's penal code and find
alternate ways of dealing with nonviolent offenders. Beshear spokeswoman Vicki Glass said the task force was still being worked on, and
the governor was gathering more input on the issue.

gram this semester at Central:

Elementary
and
Sharpe;
Elementary.
Maslow has worked for tht
Marshall County Sheriff
Office for over five years. He is%
a 1988 graduate of Callowa?
County High School. He attendR
ed Murray State Universit
where
he
majored
i
Architectural Engineering an
West Kentucky Techrtic
College where he studied cont.
,
4
puter aided drafting. He w rri
previously employed by Matt
in Murray.
".
He is a graduate of tliel
Kentucky
Department
of.
Criminal Justice Training Police:
Academy where he received thik
physical fitness award and thit4,
coordinators award. In 2007 hrig
received the Governors AwarA
for DUI Enforcement.
He and his wife and threigi
children live in the Moors Area.7

•Solid scores ...
From Front
scores of 16.5; the same as last

year.
Scores in English and science
remained the same; however the
reading score jumped from 15.8
last year and the math score fell
slightly from 16.2.
Randy McCallon, district
assessment coordinator for
Calloway County Schools, said
scores on the Explore assessment were very comparable to
2006-07 at Calloway County
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Reacting to allegations of past wrong- Middle School.
doing in state government, the House approved a bill on Wednesday
"We continue to outpace the
that would modify ethics rules for the gover or and other executive national average scores in all
branch employees.
areas except mathematics,"
The measure was proposed by Gov. Steye Beshear, who took
McCallon said. "However, math
office last month after winning an election thaChscused largely on the
scores showed the largest
alleged ethical lapses of the previous administration. Beshear promised during the campaign that if voters elected him, he would push improvement over last year's
CCMS scores with a jump of
to reform government ethics rules.
1 am pleased with the House vote and await a positive outcome 0.3."
The PLAN scores for 2007in the Senate," Beshear said in a statement Wednesday.
The measure passed the House on a 94-0 vote, and moves to the 08 from CCHS sophomores also
held steady compared to last
Senate for consideration. Senate President David Williams said
Beshear's bill will likely need an overhaul.
year's results. -The only signifi"We will take his ethics bill and look very closely and make it cant change in our scores comstronger," Williams said.
pared to the previous year was
Beshear said the proposed ethics reforms are intended to restore in reading where we improved
the public's confidence in state government. The legislation requires by 0.4,"
McCallon said. 'This
that executive branch employees receive ethics training and spells
test is primarily intended as a
out that employees who violate ethics rules can be fired.
guidance resource that helps students measure their current academic development tiled ma&
plans for their retraining year
of high school and we hope for
WINCHESTER, Ky.(AP)-Authonties say a Winchester man did
post-graduation as well."
not take his newborn to the hospital until nearly a day after he was
According to information
injured.
provided by the Murray
Jesse Patnck is now charged with second-degree criminal abuse
Independent
Board
of
of a child.
Doctors at University of Kentucky Hospital on Friday found his Education, scores posted by
Murray Middle School 8th
son, 3-week-old Wyatt Patrick, to have bruises on the head and
graders on the Explore assesstorso, bleeding in the left eye and bleeding in the brain.
Winchester police say the boy's mother. Genne Burgess, says ment include: English, 14.9;
math, 15.7; reading, 14.8; sciPatrick forbade her to take the infant to a hospital after she noticed
bruises around his eyes.
ence, 16.7 for a composite score
Burgess says she and Patrick had argued earlier in the evening.
of 15.6. Scores posted by
The boy has been released from the hospital and is in foster care. Murray High School 10th
Patrick is being held on a $10,000 cash bond at the Clark County graders on the Plan assessment
Jail.
include: English, 16.9; math,

House passes ethics reform bill

Father charged with abuse after
failing to take son to hospital

17.7; reading, 18.1; science,
18.4 for a composite score of
17.9.
Scores from the previous
year were unavailable this
morning to provide a comparison.
Eleanor Spry, assistant superintendent for curriculum and
instruction, said Wednesday that
MISD 8th graders exceeded targeted benchmarks in every category except math while 10th
graders exceeded targets in all
categories except math and science. She said assessment data
contributes strongly to the success of MISD students as they
graduate and move on to postsecondary or technical school
experiences.
"We see using the Explore
and Plan information to drive
discussions between the school
and home on how to best maximize the high school curricular
journey as students prepare for
their lifetime careers." she said.
With all juniors now required
to take the ACI'. Spry says the
Plan assessment is an excellent
resource for parents, students
and the school to work together
in building supports for students
in reaching benchmarks on the
ACT assessment. Schools are
required to provide accelerated

learning for students not reaching benchmarks on the ACT
through intervention or intentional instruction targeted to the
specific student need.
"The Plan
information
received allows students and
parents to review their scores in
order to better prepare for the
required ACT assessment as a
junior and at the same time,
identify students who may need
additional instruction or interventions in specific content
areas." Spry said. -The Explore
information allows students and
parents to decide what course
sequence is needed at the high
school to prepare for the successful transition to post-secondary or technical school in
pursuing their identified career
goal."
MHS hosted a meeting with
parents of sophomores Tuesday
evening to discuss the data.
Parents of MMS 8th graders are
urged to attend the Explore data
results meeting scheduled for
6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 12,
in the school's media center.
Statewide, averaged scores
ran consistently behind national
scores for eighth graders in all
categories on the Explore
assessment. according to KDE
officials. The results are as f61-

lows:
•English: state 13.6; nation
al 14.2.
• math: state 14.2; national.
15.1.
•reading: state. 13.8; nation.
al, 13.8.
•science: state, 15.8; national. 15.9.
Both Murray and Callowag.
County eighth graders tested.
better than their peers across the,.
state and the nation. Averaged.
scores for all categories: state,
14.5; national, 14.9; MISD„
15.6; Calloway. 15.
Averaged scores for all I Otly
graders on the Plan assessment
in Kentucky and across the
nation:
•English: state 15.6; national 16.9.
•math: state 16.3: national,
17.4.
•reading: state, 16; national,-.
16.9.

• science: state, 17.4 ;
national. 18.2 .
MISD 10th graders exceeded
averaged scores of their peel:
across the state and the nation it:
all categories while Calloway
students topped scores report*
at the state level. The results art:
as follows: state, 16.4 ; nationakb:
17.5: M1SD, 11*;
16.5

Ky. State Policelo hit roadways
for Super Bowl weekend patrol

rn

Special to the Ledger
HICKORY. Ky. - With the
upcoming Super Bowl on
Sunday, the Kentucky State
Police will be stepping up
patrols in order to make sure
everyone enjoys a safe Super
Bowl Sunday.
Starting this weekend, troopers in the Post I district will be
focusing their efforts towards
seatbelt, speed. and DUI
enforcement. In recent years,

nearly half of all traffic related
fatalities have been caused by
impaired drivers.
The Kentucky State Police is
looking to combat this trend
with saturation patrols. traffic
safety checkpoints, and speed
enforcement details.
Post I troopers have been
given limited time off during
this coming weekend to ensure a
wide area of enforcement.
,While citizens are encour-

aged to enjoy the final football
game of the season, they are
also reminded to utilize a designated driver if necessary.
Drivers are also reminded to
report suspected impaired drivers by contacting KSP toll-free
at 1-800-222-5555.
Callers can remain anonymous and should give a description of the vehicle, location.
direction of travel and license
number if possible.
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FLAG DONATION: Mark Anderson with Woodmen Lodge #827 donated an American Flag to
Chief Michael Skinner of the Murray Fire Department.

11111 Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park gio
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Murder Mystery Dinner Theater
We invite you to celebrate Valentines weekend, in a unique and fun way.
If you like great accommodations, food, and are a fan of the Orient Express,
Sherlock Holmes or Clue, then this Is the weekend for you.

Complete Package
$157.75 ips,,
It.

per couple

one nights lochainik dinrwr do theater and brealdaist
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this new.spaper:
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HAD ENOUGH
A bill filed recently by state Rep. Melvin Henley, D-Murray, to require welfare recipients to be
tested for drugs addresses a severe problem in our
state.
Henley points out that many of his workingclass constituents have grown tired of supporting
welfare recipients who have long abused the systern and have no intention of supporting themselves.
The proposal drew immediate criticism from
some circles, including those who point out that
similar legislation in Michigan was struck down
by the courts.
"Welfare is for the children, and so if you're
doing such a thing, you're punishing the children," said John Rosenberg, former head of the
Appalachian Research and Defense Fund in Prestonsburg. "I -don't think that's what we really
sy.tnt to do."
As Henley noted, the childo* of drug abusers
would almost certainly be kletter off 'Imysk,here..
than with their drug-abusing parents, who are at -A
IC7
-4
*
best setting a terrible example far their Children,
and at worst putting their children's lives- in danget with their bad habits.
Who could say that the welfare recipients on
The man of hope has
drugs are using the welfare money to feed and
beaten the man from Hope
(and 'possibly his wife).
clothe their children? If given a choice between
The endorsement of
drugs for themselves or food for their children,
Barack Obama's presidential
how many doubt that many of the worst drug
campaign by three Kennedys
abusers would choose to feed their habit?
from different generations
was a political trifecta for
Too many people have made too many excuses
the young upstart from Illiover the past 40 years for generations of families
nois. He is not to he conthat have chosen to let the government take care
fused with Sen. Hillary Clinton who is from Illinois,
if them instead of taking care of themselves. The
problem has escalated in recent years with welfare Arkansas, New York, or
wherever you want her to
recipients adding government-funded drugs to
he
their freeloading lifestyle.
'The contrast of sincerity
((Mama)
with insincerity
The measure is languishing in the House Health
(Hillary and Bill Clintoni
and Welfare Committee. Chairman Tom Burch, Dcould not he starker Critics
Louisville, said in an Associated Press report he
can say that "Camelot' was
a myth created after the
doesn't intend to call it up for consideration.
assassination of John F.
"I don't think it's a good bill, and I don't think Kennedy.
hut it is a powerthe intention behind it is good," Burch said. "Let's ful myth and to see Ted.
get treatment for the person rather than penalize
Caroline and Patrick
Kennedy standing on the
the whole family."
same stage together at AmerHow Burch plans to identify the drug abusers
ican Una.,ersity endorsing
in need of help wasn't explained in the report.
Obama brought the myth
hack for those of us old
They aren't turning themselves in, and the problem may not be identified until the abusers are in enough to have lived through
it It also inspired younger
jail or dead. Perhaps drug testing would reveal
people who want to believe
the problem earlier and save some lives along the
that politics can still have
purpose.
way:
There is nothing wrong
Hardworking Americans who struggle to pay
with myth so long as it does
their own bills and provide for their families have not obliterate reality. We like
our fairytales. The film
clearly had enough, as Henley makes clear with
'Enchanted' is doing well at
his legislation.
the box office. But the
Those who cry for the lifetime abusers of the
Kennedy endorsement is
more than myth. It represents
system can pay the bill if they want. The rest of
e potential divorce between
us have had enough.
the Democratic establishment
— Harlan Daily Enterprise and the Clintons.
Re.all the early 1990s.
Harlan. Ky.
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Democrats
like a woman who believes
were desBill Clinton will call her in
perate for a the morning. Liberal Democpresidential
rats don't need the Clintons
candidate
anymore. They think the
who could
Republican field is weak and
take back
the time to re-take their
the White
party and the government is
House after now.
12 years of
There can be no question
Ronald
that Obama is the most
Cal's
Reagan and exciting political orator for
Thoughts George
Democrats since JFK. Notice
By Cal Thomas H.W. Bush. in Caroline
Kennedy's
Syndicated
They
endorsement how she skipped
Columnist
rejected the over Lyndon Johnson, Jimmy
establishCarter and even Bill Clinton
ment and chose a little
(not to mention, which she
known governor from a
also didn't, Ronald Reagan)
small state who Republicans
as inspirational leaders. What
would have difficulty sliming
a slap in the face that was
as a card-carrying member of to the Clintons. Caroline
the ACLU. Clinton was part
Kennedy. though a liberal,
of the new Democratic Lead- has class, but the Clintons
ership Council. which bills
know little about such
itself on its Web page as
things, as they troll for
'an idea center, catalyst, and
power and personal advancenational voice for a reform
ment, obliterating all who
movement that is reshaping
get in their way. They define
American politics by moving
the politics of personal
it beyond the old leffnght
destruction.
debate.•
Will this split have the
It was a shotgun wedding
same result as the Kennedybetween the old Left and
Carter clash in 1980, which
new moderates within the
involved another former
party, some of whom hid
Southern governor and ended
their liberalism behind modwith a Republican victory?
erate rhetoric for political
It's too soon to tell, but
gain. Now the old Left
Super Tuesday on Feb. 5
wants the party back and the will make things clearer.
endorsement by the
In an email to me, author
Kennedys is the opening
and liberal Democrat Neal
salvo.
Gabler says. "Frankly I don't
The trouble with using
think it is so much the bona
people is that when someone
fides (Kennedy) provides that
better comes along, you get
could help Obama as the
dropped like a had habit, or
network and infrastructure.

Kennedy has the best staff
and the best connections of
any politician in America
and if Obama is able to tap
those he will get a real
boost."
Former Clinton aide Dick
Mortis has accused the Clintons of using race in the
South Carolina primary in an
attempt to energize white
voters. Clinton cynically used
blacks during his runs for
president and two terms in
office. They are just now
awakening to the fact that
Clinton was not "America's
first black president," as
writer Toni Morrison once
dubbed him, but rather a
flimflammer and exploiter of
things blacks care about.
On his biog. Morris
writes, "The boldness of
Obama in accepting the Clintons' injection of race as an
issue and his insistence on
an enlightened answer challenges us all. Even as one's
head warns that the strategy
will fail, one's heart hopes
that it will succeed. Either
way, Obama has made the
Super Tuesday vote more
about who we are than who
the candidates running for
president are.'
While it's a long way to
November and Obama's lack
of experience has yet to be
fully tested and his background fully vetted, it might
almost be worth his election
if he could force the Clintons to finally leave the
stage.
Almost.
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Obituaries
Crawford Hanley
Crawford Hanley, 91, Kirksey Almo Road, Kirksey, died
Wednesday, Jan. 30. 2008 at 10 a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a
retired farmer and attended Kirksey United
Methodist Church. Born Oct. 20, 1916 in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late Ernest Hanley and
Effie Crawford Hanley. Also preceding him in death
were four sisters, Opal Fulton, Ola Feezor, Grace Cook and Ruth
Mae Milian.
Survivors include several nieces and nephews including Janice
Rogers and husband, Ronald, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Tim Palmer will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Kirksey Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday 1.

Mrs. Oval Day Motheral
Mrs. Oval Day Motheral, 97, Bell City, died Sunday, Jan. 20,
2008, at Auburn Care Center, Chaska, Minn.
She was a member of Bell City Baptist Church. Her husband,
Ophal Satnual Motheral, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Eve Martin and husband, Von,
Chaska, Mimi.; one brother, Gerald Wilson: one sister. Sue Boyd;
several nieces and nephews.
A memorial service will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Bell City Baptist
Church with Dr. William Dodson officiating. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Relatives and friends are invited to the memorial service and to a
time of fellowship with refreshments immediately following the
service on Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Association, Kentucky and Southern Indiana Chapter, 3703
Taylorsville Rd. Ste. 102, Louisville, KY 40220.
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Mrs. Leisa Ann Flood, 47, Mayfield, died Wednesday, Jan. 30,
2008, at 2 a.m. at her home.
A postal clerk with the Mayfield Post Office, she was a member
of Farmington Church of Christ and of the 1978 graduating class of
Sedalia High School.
Survivors include her husband. Bryan Flood: two daughters,
Courtney Flood Polivick and husband. Robert, Wickliffe, and Mrs.
Emily Flood Hawkins and husband, Wilby. Hickory; her parents,
James Edward and Mary Lou Meadows Vaughan, Lynnville: one
sister, Debbie Vaughan Ivy and husband, Marty, Mayfield; one
grandchild.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Amos Allen and Jerry Mayes will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Famingyn Cemetery.
Visitation will be at thefuneral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Farmington Church of
Christ, 145 Hawkins St., Fartnington, KY 42040 or Lourdes
Hospice, P.O. Box 7100, Paducah. KY 42002-7100.

Rick Johnson
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McCain, Romney spar
over Iraq war timetable

Oliver Lee Rachel

A graveside service for Oliver Lee Rachel was today (Thursday)
at II a.m. at Brooks Chapel Cemetery, Dexter. Collier Funeral
Home of Benton was in charge of arrangements.
SIMI VALLEY, Calif. (AP) series of timetables and MileMr. Rachel, 73, Almo, died Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2008, at 3:52 p.m. — Republican Mitt Romney stones that they speak
about" in
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
accused John McCain of using private.
His hobbies included listening to sports, especially the Cleveland dirty tricks by suggesting the
In Wednesday's debate,
Indians and Cleveland Browns.
former Massachusetts governor Romney said he was not calling
Preceding him in death were his parents, Roy Henry Rachel and wanted a deadline for withdraw- for a specific withdrawal date.
Venire Greer Rachel; one sister, Debris Rachel; and one brother, ing U.S. troops from Iraq, in a "It's simply wrong, and the senCecil Rachel. He was born May II. 1934 in McClure, Va.
spirited debate Wednesday night ator knows it," he said. "I will
Survivors include two brothers, Ferd Greer, Murray, and Donald that underscored the intensity of not pull our troops out until we.
Rachel, Almo; two sisters, Pauline Bates, Kingsport, Tenn., and their presidential rivalry.
have brought success in Iraq." .
Gladys River and husband, Donald, Many, La.; three nieces,
Coming 24 hours after
For 90 minutes, Romney and
Carolyn Bradshaw, Cindy King and Christine Bates; two nephews McCain defeated him in Florida, McCain sharply challenged each
John Bates and Jerry Rachel.
Romney vented his frustrations other's conservative credentials
over the Arizona senator's and ability to lead the country.
claims from last weekend.
But they generally remained
Mrs. Velda Sullivan
"I have never, ever supported civil, and each called the other
The funeral for Mrs. Veida Sullivan was today (Thursday) at II
a.m. at Walnut Grove Baptist Church where she was a member with a specific timetable" for with- "a fine man."
Romney tried to portray
Rev. Dean Ray officiating. Burial was in the Rowland Cemetery. drawing troops, Romney said.
Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton, was in charge of arrangements. McCain's accysation on the eve McCain, who performs well
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gideon's International, of Tuesday's !primary, he said, among political independents, as
do David Mitchell,9275 Cadiz Rd.; Princeton, KY 42445 or Walnut "sort of falls into the dirty tricks out of the conservative mainGrove Baptist Church, cb 'Dewayne Vinson, 5755 Hwy. 902 E, that 1 think Ronald Reagan stream as the contest moves
Fredonia, KY 42411. Online condolences may be sent to condo- would have found reprehensi- toward a cluster of states where
ble."
only registered Republicans can
lences@morgansfuneralhome.com
The debate was held in the vote. He said the Arizona senaMrs. Sullivan, 83, Princeton, died Monday, Jan. 28, 2008, at
10:30 a.m. in the emergency room of Western Baptist Hospital, Ronald Reagan Presidential tor twice voted against President
Library in Simi Valley, Calif., Bush's tax cuts and pushed camPaducah.
Her husband, Rev. H.G. Sullivan, and one sister. Pauline six days before more than 20 paign finance reforms that
and
Woodall, preceded her in death. Born June 20, 1924 in Crittenden states hold primaries or caucus- restricted fundraising
County, she was the daughter of the late Reed Woodall and Margie es that could determine who spending. The Republican estabsucceeds President Bush as the lishment embraced the tax cuts
Belt Woodall.
and opposed the new campaign
Survivors include two sons, Franklin Sullivan, Paducah, and party's standard-bearer.
McCain stuck to his guns, law, which many saw as helpful
John Sullivan, Albemarle, N.C.; one daughter, Mrs. Dons Brown,
saying, "of course he said he to Democrats.
Princeton; eight grandchildren, Robin Brown, Murray, and David
wanted a timetable" for a with"Those views are outside the
Brown, Kimberly Chance, Marti, Craig, Alex and Chad 5ullivan,
drawal. McCain had made the view of mainstream Republican
and Darn Harrison; one sister, Melba Jordan, Lyon County; several
allegation in Florida as he tried thought," Romney said. He
nieces and nephews.
to shift the debate from the ail- made similar arguments in
ing economy, a stronger issue Florida, but lost to McCain by 5
.
Gilbert Bruce Dunn
for Romney, a former venture percentage points.
A memorial service for Gilbert Bruce Dunn will be Saturday at capitalist and businessman.
McCain disputed the claims.
II a.m. at First United Methodist Church, 503 Maple St., Murray.
Last April, Romney said U.S. "I'm proud of my conservative
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Habitat for Humanity and Iraqi leaders "have to have a record," he said.
International, 121 Habitat St., Americus, GA 31709.
Mr. Dunn, 74, Murray, died Saturday, Dec. 15.2007, at 1:37 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
After earning a bachelor of arts degree in French and history from
Emmanuel Missionary College(EMC)in Berrien Springs, Mich., in
1955, he went on to earn a master of arts in history from the
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
University of Michigan and an Ed.S from Michigan State
University. He taught and served as principal of a parochial junior
Limited Openings • Call Now!
high school in Houston. Texas, and later at Pinckney before accepting his first superintendent's position in 1968 at New Lothrop, Mich.
He also served schools in Cassopolis and Ypsilanti, Mich., and
Utica, Ohio. He moved to Murray, Ky., in 2002.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Dunn, Murray; his children, Scott, Greg, Rebecca and Shelley; stepchildren, Pam Ward and
All returns filed electronically.
David Brown; grandchildren, Taylor, Dallas, Griffin and Cassidy
Dunn and Lauren. Dillon and Alex Ward.

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
753-6069

Rick Johnson. 64, Benton. died Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2008 at his
home.
An Army veteran, he was a member of Aurora
Christian Church and of the Diesel Workers Union.
Preceding him in death were one son, Bryon
Johnson; one brother, Jim Hart; his parents, Willard
Johnson and Thelma Evans Johnson Han; his step
father, J.G. Hart, and stepmother, Mary Johnson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Doris Johnson; two daughters,
Stacey Johnson. Aurora. and Vicki Shepherd. Columbus. Ind; one
sister, Janet Hendershot, Flint, Mich.; three brothers, Randy Johnson
and Lynn Johnson, both of Paducah, and Mark Hart, Columbus,
Ind.; three grandsons, Skyler Johnson, Aurora, and Hunter and
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Chase Shepherd, Columbus, Ind.
many as 121 Army soldiers
The funeral will Saturday at II a.m. at Aurora Christian Church, committed suicide in 2007, a
Aurora. Rev. Richard Adams will officiate. Burial will follow in the jump of more than 20 percent
Murray Memorial Gardens, Murray.
over the year before, officials
Visitation will be Saturday from 9 to II a.m. at the church. said
this morning.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
The rise comes despite
numerous efforts over the past
Lester Thacker
year to improve the mental
The funeral for Lester Thacker will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
health
of a force stressed by a
chapel of Thacker Funeral Home,Pikeville. Burial will follow in the
longer-than-expected war in
Anne E. Young Cemetery, Pikeville.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Murray, from 5 Iraq and the most deadly year
to 7 p.m. today (Thursday). Online condolences may be made to yet in the now six-year-old conflict in Afghanistan.
www.imesmillercom
Internal briefing papers preMr. Thacker. 67. Murray, died Tuesday. Jan. 29. 2008. at 1 p.m.
at his home.
pared by the Army's psychiatry
Preceding him in death were one daughter, Loretta Sue Franey, consultant earlier this month
and one brother, Rayvine Thacker. Born Aug. 28. 1940. he was the show there were 89 confirmed
son of the late Fred Thacker and Nell Branham Thacker.
suicides last year and 32 deaths
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Connie Thacker, Murray; two that are suspected suicides and
daughters, Sandra K. Arrnenta, Barstow, Calif.. and Vickie Lynn still under investigation.
Engles, Cedar City, Utah; two sttpsons. Michael Rodman, Little
More than a quarter of those
Rock. Ark., and Theadore Rodman III, Milton, Fla.; four brothers,
— about 34 — did so while
Eugene Thacker, Jimmy Thacker and Raymond Thacker, all of
serving a tour of duty in Iraq, an
Pikeville, and Robert Thacker, Call City. Okla.; three sisters, Olive
Faye (Toone) Taylor, Catlettsburg, Shirley Fields, Winchester, and increase from 27 in Iraq the preShelly Tanner. Flattwood: 12 grandchildren; five great-grandchil- vious year. according to the preliminary figures.
dren.

917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Army suicides rise as
much as 20 percent

TIOt

The report also showed an
increase in the number of
attempted suicides and selfinjuries — some 2,100 in 2007
compared to less than 1,500 the
previous year and less than 500
in 2002.
The total of 121 suicides last
year, if all are confirmed, would
be double the 52 reported in
2001, before the Sept. II attacks
prompted the Bush administration to launch its counter-terror
war.
Officials said the rate of suicides per 100,000 active duty
soldiers has not yet been calculated for 2007. But in a half million-person active duty Army,
the 2006 toll of 101 translated to
a rate of 17.5 per 100.000. the
highest since the Army started
counting in 1980, officials said.
The rate has fluctuated over
those years, with the low being
.
9.1 per 100,000 in 2001.

lt STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. _12358.8 • 84.0
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Trivia Nfiffht

•An evening of playing trivia with eats,
drinks & friends!
•Teams of 8 people compete
•7 rounds/categories, 10 questions each
•Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place teams

at 9 a.m.
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Financial Consultants
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KASHWAY
BUILDING
MATERIALS

•Door prizes, 50/50 raffle, arid a
'Let's Make A Deal' raffle
•Prizes for 'Best Food'(lot, 2nd & rd Place:
•Prizes for 'Best Theme'(lot, 2nd Ord Place
•'Dead Or Alive' bonus round

WHEN; Saturday. February 9,2008
WHERE; Currie Center Ballroom/
Murray State University Campus
TIME: Doors open at 5 p.m. / Judging starts at 5:45
Competition begins at 6:00 p.m.

p.m.

COST; 11120 per table

PITTSBURGH
PAINTS
Our new Voice of Color' system it

SEATING; Tairie• consist of seating for eight
Seating Is limited to competitors only

mulARAY

Make checks payable to: Murray Main Street
Reservations: Murray CV/Murray Main Street Office
201S. 4th Street, P.O. box 143, Murray, KY 42071
270-759-9474

MIARAy
jikifigefervit-

1642 US Hwy. 641 N.• Benton, KY
270-527-1466
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Quilting classes scheduled at
Senior Citizens Center

Stubblefield
named to dean's
list-for the fall
semester

Beginning Wednesday, Feb. 6, Quilting
classes will be offered fret of charge for
those 60 and older at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Anyone under the age of 60 can join the class
for a fee.
Classes will be held on Wednesdays
between the hours of 9 to 11 a.m. in the
center's education room. Beginner quilters
as well as those with more advanced skills
are welcome to attend these sessions.
lo's
Classes will run from Feb. 6 until March
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen 26. Those interested should sign up at the
center or contact Teri Cobb at 753-0929
Community
for more information.
Editor

CHATTANOOGA. Tenn
Janna Stubblefield has been
named to dean's list at the
1 . niversity of - Tennessee ai
Chattantoga She finished die
semester with a perfect 4.0 as erAge.

She is the daughter of Benny
and Rhonda Stubblefield of
Paris. 'Fenn . and the grand
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Bobb
Stubblefield of Murray.

Angel Alert issued for clothing
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. Needed are new or gently used boys'
clothing with shirts being adult small and 7/8 boys; pants,
pans being 12 regular boys and 8 regular boys; and shoes
sizes 8 and 2. Any one having any of the items to donate call
the center at 762-7333.

Shriners Bingo Friday
Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held Friday.
at 6:30 p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and Shrine charitable
activities.
Photo Submisston

Janne Stubblefield

FLAG PRESENTED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 presented an American flag to the
Hazel Post Office Making the presentation to Carolyn Alton, the postal worker in Hazel,
is
lodge 827 member Mark Anderson If your non-profit organization or group is in need of an
American flag please feel free to contact Lodge 827 at 753-2267 or the Woodmen area Office
at 489-2577

Center for Health & Wellness hosting educational events
Ihe Center tor Health & matron or to register, call Ethe- & Wellness Conference Room
Wellness will he offering edu- lyn Loberger at 762-2190.
on Monday'. Feb. 4 from 5:30
cational es ems during the month
The
Miracle
Moments to 8 pin. This is a free, nonof february. a hich will he Maternity Center will be offer- medical, brand-neutral nationoffered to members. Murray - ing Prepared Childbirth Class- al public service program to
Callow a), County employees, es at the Center for Health & help women offset appearanceas well as the general corn- Wellness Classroom on Mon- related changes from
cancer
routut
days. Feb, 4. I I and Ili from treatments. For more informathew will he an AARP 6:30 to 11:30 p.m Pre-registra- tam. call Angie Flutching at
Unser. Safety Course at the tion is required for all the 435-4455 or 435-4614.
Lerner for Health & Wellness classes. For more information.
The Center for Diabetes will
Classroom on Saturday. Feb
or to arrange for 4 personalhold Diabetes Self-Management
2 from x a in to
p ni The tied tour of the Miracle (lasses in the Center for Health
la,s is limited to 23 people
Moments Maternity Unit or to & Wellness Classroom. The
I he Lost is 52 tor Prime Life pre-register for any of the class- Diabetics
Self-Management
members and 110 for those es. call Elizabeth Khadem at Classes will he on Tuesday.
who ale uot Prime Life mem- 762-21941.
Feb. 5 and Wednesday, Feb. 6
bers Pre-registration is required
Look good... feel better. and again Wednesday. Feb. 20
tor this class kir more inlor- Join us at the Center for Health and Thigsday. Feb. 21 from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. These two
day classes help create aware;ilinepteiew
ness on the latest diabetic treatments and self-management
• Ow
techniques available. For more
information, or to sign up for
the classes. call 762-18(16 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 1806.,
yebruary
14th. iseh_
Stop smoking with the CoopTreat your sweetheart
er-Clayton Smoking Cessation.
The class meets every Toesto a romantic Dinner cruise
day for 13 weeks from 5:30
on Xentucky fake atorla r‘11
_
to 6:30 p.m. The method to
stop smoking is 4 13-week proThe Luxury Dinner yacht
gram, which provides weekly
education sessions in a support environment. The progrant
encourages the use of nicotine
replacement therapy. To register, call the Center for Health
(Wu,- mei 'Buffet Manor • ash Sear
and Wellness at 762-1348.
There will be an American
onsplantentarig Champagne
Red Cross CPR training at the
Center for Health & Wellness
Nouven ter Wass
Classroom
on Saturday. Feb.
:fresh Xose for iho Cadges
9 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Preregistration is required. For
Departing from Krnlakc Marina
more information, call 753'Boarding at n:jop.rn. russine 7-940
1421
The American Red Cross will
564 ,per person • tax
he offering Parent and Child
Xeservations tall ;nary 'Willer at: loz-zzatast
Aquatics at the Center for
overtly/et pat /tows drvataloaribt
Health
& Wellness pool on
Iv two lk fro talke £042(470)474-8218
Monday. Feb. I I through Fn -

V
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(fowl-deli
for exhibitor space,
contact the RSEC at 809-5577

day. Feb. IS. "Class A" (6
months-2 years) will meet from
7 to 7:30 p.m. and "Class B"
(2 years- 5 years) will meet
from 7:30 to 8 p.m. Pre-registration is required. For more
information, call 753-1421.
The Bariatric Support Group
will be meeting on Monday.
Feb. 18 from 6 to 7 p.m. in
the conference room. For more
information on this support
group. contact Kim Royalty at
227-3870.
The American Red Cross will
be offering Level 2 Swim Class
at the Center for Health &
Wellness pool on Monday. Feb.
18 through 4Friday. Feb. 22
from 7:15 to 8:15 p.m. Preregistration is required. For
more information. call 7531421.
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering free
monthly screenings on Tuesday, Feb.I9 from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. for blood pressure, osteoporosis. vision and glaucoma.
For more information or to set
up an appointment, call the Center for Health & Wellness at
762-1348.
The Stroke/Head Injury Suppoll Group will meet on Thursday. Feb. 21 from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m. in the Center for Health
& Wellness Classroom. For
more information, contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
The American Red Cross will
he offering Level 3 Swim Class
at the Center for Health &
Wellness pool on Monday. Feb.
25 through Friday. Feb. 29
from 7:15 to 8:15 p.m. Preregistration is required. For
more information, call 7531421.
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet on Tuesday,
Feb. 26 froth 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
in the Center for Health &
Wellness Classroom. Contact
Evelyn Wallis for more information at 489-2462.
For more information on programs or FREE screenings at
the Center for Health & Wellness, call 762-1348.

Murray High Booster Club Bingo
The Knights of Columbus, 332 Square Rd., will sponsor
Bingo on Saturday with a portion of the proceeds to benefit
the Murray High School Athletic Booster Club. Doors will
open at 4:30 p.m. with concessions available. Bingo will start
at 6 p.m.

New Beginnings will be Saturday
New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist church. Terry Willford of
Owensboro will be the keynote speaker. The public is invited.
For more information call 753-0156 or 753-8240.

Motorcross racing on Saturday
Motorcross racing will be Saturday at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center, College Farm Road. Amateur Race will be
at 10 a.m. and Pro Race at 7:30 p.m. Admission will be
charged. For information call Tern Bass at 210-619-7011.

Humane Society to microchip pets
The Humane Society of Calloway County will be microchipping pets on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Murray State
University's Doggie Day Spa. hosted by students in the Animal Health Technology and Pre-veterinary Club. The students
will give dogs a bath, nail trim and ear cleaning for a fee.
The Humane Society will make custom pet ID tags on site for
a fee and will take free photos for the local Lost Pet Photo
Registry. For more information on microchipping or Doggie
Day Spa, contact the Humane Society at 759-1884. or e-mail
humanesociety@murray-ky.net or visit the office at 607 Poplar
St., suite A-1.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday from 7 to 9 in the ;-ellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Joyful Tones and Eddie Boone. There is no admission
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com
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Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a (.'hrist-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion
Ruling Star Lodge will be selling ribs and chickens as a
fundraiser on Saturday from 10 a.m. to o 1 p.m. at 210 Walnut St.. behind Murray Supply.

Laker Band Chili Supper rescheduled
The annual Laker Band Chili Supper/Auction, originally
scheduled for Friday. has been rescheduled to Monday. Feb.
II, with the chili supper/auction to begin at 4:30 p.m. and run
through 6:30 p.m. just before the basketball game tip off. The
reschedule is due to the Murray vs. Calloway basketball games
being rescheduled.

MHS Football Banquet to be Feb. 10
The Murray High School Football Banquet has been changed
to Sunday. Feb. 10, at 1 p.m. at MHS. Tickets for the meal
and awards ceremony may be purchased in the .MHS office
until this Friday. No tickets will be sold at the door. Players.
cheerleaders and dance team members do not need tickets, but
should let their coaches know if they are attending.
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Book Your Couples Massage Today!
For Your Valentine's Day Treat!
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Sam and Pan Ke Green
Parr Ke and Sam Green were married Saturday, Sept. 29,
2007, at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. Jim Stuart, pastor
of Christian Community Church, officiated. Music was provided by Karen Greer, pianist, Brittney Falwell, vocalist, and the
Christian Community Church worship team composed of Adam
McKenzie, Tommy Ogle, Caleb Reinhardt and Katelyn Poor.
Parents of the couple are Tom and Lois Green • of Murray
and Li Juan and. Pan Kaiming of Tianjin, China.
Grandparents are Billy and Amy Green Evans and the late
Joe Green of Hickory. James and Margaret Wooton of Madisonville, and Li Rugui and Yan Yanan of Tianjin.
The matron of honor was Karen Litsinger of Paducah, sister-in-law of the bride.
Bridesmaids were Lei Zhao, Toronto, Canada, Cindy Song,
Seattle, Wash., and Yi Sun of Princeton. N.J., all middle school
classmates of the bride.
Flower girls were Maggie and Hannah Choate of Paducah.
The best man was Russ Litsinger of Paducah, brother-in-law
of the groom.
Groomsmen were Greg Taylor, Murray, David Green. St.
Louis, Mo., and Tom Green, father of the groom.
Ushers were Jonathan Davis, Slayden, Miss., Al Chandler,
Mayfield, Scott Marlow, Plano, Texas, and Aaron Davis, Madison, Ala.
Julie Davis, Slayden, Miss., was the wedding coordinator,
and Johnna Davis, Madison. Ala., was the guest book attendant. Both are cousins of the groom.
A reception followed the ceremony with Peggy Taylor of
Puryear, Tenn., as coordinator. Servers were Willie Belle Farless, Sharon Shultz, Bridget Stuart and Brenda Call, all of
Murray.
The bride is a 2006 graduate of Tianjin Foreign Studies
University, Tianjin, and is currently completing the requirements for a master's degree from the University of Pau in
Pau. France.
The groom, a 1994 graduate of Murray High School, earned
undergraduate degrees in 1999 from Union University, Jackson,
Tenn., and master degrees from the University of Illinois and
the University of Michigan. He is currently enrolled in a master's program at New York University.
The couple is residing in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Go Red on 'Know Your
Numbers Campaign'
A special "Know your Numbers Campaign- to raise awareness about women's heart
health during the month of
February will be hosted by
Vintage Rose Emporium, 303
North 12th St. The store invites
members of the community,
especially women, to participate in the campaign.
Medical personnel will be
testing blood pressure. blood
sugar. BM!, waist measurement and the American Heart
Association Heart Risk Assessment will be available every
Friday in February from II a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. at Vintage Rose.
In addition to testing, snacks
and refreshments will be
served.
The campailn kicks off on
Friday. which is also "National Wear Red Day." The store
encourages members of the
community to wear jeans and
red.
"It's our hope that we can
help other people know their
risk and do something about
before they are just memories
to their families." says Sarah
Jones,. owner of Vintage Rose
Emporium. She and her family have been directly affected by heart disease.
"Feb. I. 2006. I got a call
that my brother Jim, only 42.
was being helicoptered to
Nashville: having suffered a
complete rupture of his aorta.

He never regained consciousness and died 3 days later. I
have already lost my father
to a sudden heart attack just
before Christmas when I was
19 and my mother is a survivor of heart disease and
bypass surgery. The difference
for my mother was early detection of high blood pressure
and related issues. She followed
her doctors orders - exercising daily, eating healthy, and
taking the right medications and she will be 75 in April."
Jones said.
-The Know your Numbers
campaign" is one of several
projects sponsored by Vintage
Rose to support the American
Heart Association's efforts of
raising awareness. Customers
may purchase a tribute card
to honor a special friend or
family member. The cards will
be displayed at Vintage Rose
Emporium during the entire
month of February.
Proceeds from the tribute
cards will benefit the American Heart Association, which
funds advocacy, public and proeducation,
and
fessional
research in heart disease and
stroke. Participants in the tribute card program will be eligible to win a gift certificate
to Vintage Rose Emporium. For
more information call 759-2100
or visit wwwvintagemse.com.

Murray Middle School has released the honor roll for the
second nine weeks of the first semester as follows:
FOURTH GRADE
All As
Madison Adams, Linda Arakelyan, Jordan Barnett, Ethan
Clark, Alec Comm, Haley Cowen, Clay Doron, Lauren Edminster, Hayes Finklea, Sarah Fitzer, Bryant Foster, Tanner Foster, Jack Fry, Abby Gibson, Chase Irvin, Ben Jackson, Mathai Karanja, Cam Kelly, David Lu, Trent Lyons, Samuel Morgan, Jacob Morris, Shelby Moss, Lily Ramey, Earlena Sheets,
Sam Taylor, Hannah Walters, Ryan Williams, Robbie Williams,
Claire Wilson, Kayla Winstead, Keragan Young
All As and Bs
Payton Allison, Bethany Armstrong, Kennedy Baker, Dillon
Balthrop, Casey Bouley, Coral Bray, Madison Brelsford-Young,
Brittany Bristoe, Hope Broadway, Jillian Casebeer, Madelyn
Coleman, Taylor English, Nico Ferreyra, Ryan Fraber, Ashley
Frommherz, Savannah Grogan, William Haneline. Daniel Harper, Kaneesha Harris, Marshall Hill, James Hornbuckle, Kaity
Koehler, McKenzie Lamar, Steffany Lamb, Ysabel Lavitz, Testa
Like, April Meadows, Cyrus Nabavi, Chase Nelson, Meredith
Purdom, Coleman Riley, Tanna Roberson, Chaley Roberts,
Zachary Rogers, Preston Ross, Maria Siqueiros, Elizabeth Smith,
Laurie Snellen, Zan Speed, Meen Thawainin, Hannah Tinsley,
Kevin Warm, Shelby Warner, Mason Welch, Morgan Williams,
Austin Wilson, Parker Wooldridge
FIFTH GRADE
All As
Callie Adams, Makenzie Bradley, Prashant Chakradhar, Hannah Clark, Madison Cohoon, Jonathan Curd, Etta Danielson,
Laura Durr, Olivia Floyd, Elizabeth Grogan. Rachel McDonald, Rachel Morgan, Meredith Mullins, Jordan Nagy, Alexandra Page, Brendan Parker, Abigail Paschall, Nathaniel Smith,
Kenzley Sparks, Seth Svebakken, Sarah Thompson, Rachel
Todd, Bethany Vogt, Sydney Vogt, Sarah Whitney, Hannah
Williams, John Ryne Winchester, Austin Winchester, Phoebe
Zimrnerer
All As and Bs
Nicholas Alexander, Hunter Armstrong, Hannah Babcock,
Ashlee Bailey, Blaine Becker, Josh Bell, Houston Billington,
Travon Blanton, Courtney Bonn, Ashley Callihan, Caroline Collins,
Tyler Cooper, Skylar Cox, Deaisha Fields, Abigail Franklin,
Elizabeth Graham, Tahmia Hardin, Hannah Henderson, Josh
Howe, Sabrina Jackson, Austin Kemp, Lyndsey Kendall, John
Koelsch, Kayla Little, Shelby Louis, Julia Mathis, Brandon McCoy,
Chase Mohler, Bailey Morefield, Jacob Oakley, Tate Owens,
Andre Pittman, Alanna Rogers, Lucas Roth, Jordyn Rowland,
Tandyn Sheppard, Mckinsey Speight, Austin Steele, Colten
Stone, Lakin Suiter. Andrew Sweeney, Dania Tolmie, Jimmy
White, Sloane Wright
SIXTH GRADE
All As
Natalie Adams, Will Adams, Jacob Baron, Dustin Bevil.
Dylan Boone, Brittany Burress, Adam Clark, Lindsey Coleman,
Chaney Curd, Ashlee Edminster, Eryn Fitzer, Candace Guge.

/434wd`.

MES

To qualify for the list, a
student must be enrolled in at
least 16 credit hours of academic work and must achieve
a semester grade point average of 3.70 or better.

Mitchell Handegan, Victoria Holmes, Tyler Jones, Jordan Kendall,
Carver Lawson, Grant McDonald, Preston Merriss, Sarah Overby, Sarah Parker, Abby Robinson, Logan Smart, Jantzen Sparks,
Ashley Stom, Adam Stubblefield, Nathan Sutherland, Allie
Swann, Julia Thiede, Hannah Wilson, William Winchester,
Rachel Wooten
All As and Bs
Ryan Alderson, Grant Allen, Haley Atkins, Katie Bierbaum,:
Venetia Blanton. Autumn Cain-Hill, Andrew Campbell, Nani.
Chinapoo, Tori Cobb, Kailyn Curtis, Chelsey Delaney, Elizabeth Dunn, Kristen Farley, Zachary Grogan, Toby Guthrie,
James Holland, Ryan Humphrey, Joey Koehler, Adam Larnkin,
Taylor Nelson, Tiffany Parham, Daniel Petit, Schafer Putz,
Kelondre Quarles, Shelby Siress, Lucas Stubblefield, Quinnen
Taylor, Jessica Vance, Alex Wilson
SEVENTH GRADE
All As
Sydney Carver, Whitney Carver, Chad Cochran, Max Crofton,
Ashley Dawson, Paige Drew, Logan Foster, Allyson Futrell,
Maddy Houck, Lindey Hunt, Lindsay Lambert, John Lollar,
Kristin McNutt, Sarah Morgan, Stephen On-, Alex Ward, Alyssa
Wright
All As and Bs
Lucas Anderson, Collin Ashton, Seth Carter, Tori Chapman,
Anne Courtney, Mackenzie Downey, Logan English, Chloe Farris, Joel Ferguson, Charlie Graves, Cullen Griffin, Hunter Heath-:
cott, Adrian Herndon, Kassidy Knight, Brittany Lamb, Yoon
Jae Lee, Dheepa Loganathan, Jonathan Lynn, Alexis Marston,:
Alyson Mathis, Alexandrea Milby, Tiya Muuka, Paradise Ngezem,.:
Daniel Nisbet, Josh Ortner, Logan Parker, John Ramey, Taylor;
Richerson, Hannah Riley, Jay Roth, Jordan Smith. Jason Spann,:
Kayla Verburg, Liz Wall, Eric Warm, Brett Watson, Kassity
Winchester, Rebekah Yancey
EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Austin Adams, Emmy Basiak, Carmine Jo Bolin, Tom Campbell, Catherine Claywell, Shelby Crouch, Kelly Eckstein, Lauren Erickson, Sue Fields, Andrea Graham, Blake Graham. Jared
Henderson, Marie! Jackson, Sawyer Lawson, Char Lucas, Davey
Mauney, Amanda McDonald, Connor McKenna, Hanna Miller,
Abby Murdock, Fumi Nakamura, Daniel Overby, Heatherly
Paschall. Simmy Patel Topaz Prawito, Dennis Then-ell, Jonathan
Thiede, Aaron Whitney, Darby Woods, Joseph Zimmerer
All As and Bs
Dillon Adams, Haley Armstrong, Austin Blakely, Haley
Boudreaux, Lakin Butterworth, Garrett Cowen, Bob Fields,
Matthew Fitzer, Miranda Fortner, Carson Greifenkamp, Patrick
Griffo, Jeremy Grooms, Meg Hudson, Morgan Huston, Latia
Kendley, Max Kinsey, Melissa Mathis, Kristen Morris; Amberly Moss, Cassie Olazabal, Emily Orbeck, Liam Parker, Kathryn
Parlato, Andrea Provine, Brian Puckett, Chandler Purdom, Morgan' Rutledge, Jesus Siqueiros, Candice Stevens, Haley Stewart, Brandon Story, Chad Thompson, Shaun Thweatt, Summer
Tipton, Zachary Travis, Mckensie Tucker, Vic Verburg, Susan
White, Brandon Williams, Torrence Williams. Aaron Wilson

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday, Feb. 1, 2008:
Friendship will play a significant role in your year. Success
follows when you work with
groups. A partnership could be
tested and, if married, you might
feel quite insignificant or not
valued. Work with others. You
are establishing a new basis of
understanding. Be careful, as
there might be a tendency to go
overboard. Indulgence keeps
emerging. Nevertheless, you
will land OK, with a modicum
of self-discipline. If you are single, friendship will play a strong
role in a new relationship. You
could meet this person through a
pal. In any case, a friendship
will need to be at the base of this.
relationship. SAGITTARIUS
encourages adventure!
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Profuse changes and a
great deal of overindulgence
play into today's scenario.
Certainly, if you can take off, you
should. Creativity and the unexpected earmark your decisions
and actions If you opt for the
wayward path, you could hit a

problem. Tonight: Take in the big
picture.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Examine alternatives
carefully with an eye to positive
change. Excesses earmark your
interactions with a partner. The
two of you could go off and make
a major expenditure. You have a
sense that there is no tomorrow
(right now!). Tonight: Work as
individuals.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others hop in your direction, knowing (they think) full
well what you want and need. Be
willing to back off and approach
a situation in a different style.
How you deal with a negative
person or problem determines
the end results. Tonight: Say
yes. ,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Even you. Moon Child.
have limitations. Sometimes you
could wonder if all the effort you
make is worth it! Don't. Just stay
centered and direct. Investigate
possibilities that might streamline problems. Tonight: Say yes
to an offer.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Creativity floats up out of
the blue. You know what needs
to be resolved, yet you might
focus on fun and games. You
might not be able to discipline
yourself. Whatever you do, it
appears you have a good time.
Know when to say no. Tonight:

Ever playful.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Recognize your limits with
a personal or domestic matter.
You could be slightly more rigid
than you realize. Take a stand;
don't allow others to pressure
you. Opt for some self-indulgence. Tonight: Anchor in.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You cannot seem to
avoid a sense of negativity. Get
past this attitude, and you'll
become empowered. Optimism
is contagious and dynamic. Your
efforts pay off because you are
willing to make a gesture or start
a conversation. Tonight: Chitchat
the night away.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Deal with your finances. If
you want to make an expenditure, postpone it for now. You
need more information and
facts; find an expert or two.
Decide to sleuth through a situation. Success is not impossible.
but endurance is a must!
Tonight: Dinner with a friend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your energy and optimism help surmount any problem. An older person cannot
seem to open up to your ideas.
Don't keep running into a brick
wall. Understand your limits, and
success is yours. Tonight: As
you like.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

*** Knowing when not to
make an effort is also important.
Realize your long-term wishes
through careful thought and
reflection. You don't need to
have answers lust yet. Someone
might not be giving you the
whole story. Tonight: Reach out
for another person.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Zero in on what you
want. A partner might not be as
open as you would like. Friends
want to pitch in, helping you feel
better. Your instincts might be
off, but they lead you down a
new, dynamic path. Your efforts
draw strong results. Tonight:
Enjoy the moment.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might look up to
someone, and this person to
you. Establish limits. Your knowledge and understanding point to
another direction. A partner
seems difficult. Give this person
understanding rather than criticism. Tonight: Fun times are
ahead.
BORN TODAY
Celebrity Lisa Mane Presley
(1968), director John Ford
(1894), actor Clark Gable (1901)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at httplfrwww.jacqueIlnebigar.com.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Lacey's
Family Restaurant
319 North Main St.• Benton, Kentucky

(270) 527-7275
Buffets Daily Breakfast, Lunch c Dinner
"Valentine's Day Special - $25.00"
410,

Murray resident makes dean's list
MEMPHIS. Tenn. — Mary
M. McFarlen of Murray. Ky..
student at Rhodes College. was
named to the Rhodes College
dean's list for the 2007 fall
semester.

Thursday, January 31,2000•7A
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2 Sirloins, Potatoes, and Salad Bar

Seafood Buffet - Friday th Saturday
(Reg. $14.98) Now Only $12.99

Saturday

Sunday Country Ham Breakfast Bar - $6.50
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Band music big part of
bowl games, Torsak's life
By HOLLY WISE
Statt Writer
tic

nasn't

eY en

graduated

front Mill school yet and
Jonathan Torsak already has .1
resume that would put sonic
adults to shame.
After playing the saxophom
as a member of the Callow,
County High School Band
marching in the Calloway County Marching Band and being
the drum major his senior year.
scouting colleges, sending applications. receiving scholarships
and studying. Torsak added
another notch to his belt Mull
he was accepted to be one of
91 to play in ttre inaugur,d
U.S. Army All American March
mg Band at the hall-time shov.
of the U.S. Army All Ameii
can Bowl at the Alamodome
in San Antonio, .rexa,s.
To date. it was the largest
audience Torsak has performed
in front of. A crowd of 40.000
filled the Alamodome making
the 18010 at state totals seem
small in comparison.
"You're lacing the crowd,
they're right there." said Torsak. "But you can't look at
the crowd You has e to constantly think of •vs here am I
going nest. what am I play mg?' We were so prepared
and everyone was so focused
that it didn't really phase us.
"I flew to San Antonio on
Jan. 2 and the game was the
5th." said Torsak. "We had
about eight hours to put all of
the sets together. It is

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are Sara Bailey, Carlos Felix, April Riley and Sydni Stubblefield.

Calloway Middle students on
KMEA All-State Choir roster
Special to the Ledger
Four students from the Calloway county High School
choral program have been choPhotos provided sen as members of the 2008
Jonathan Torsak is pictured in his role ascrum major, a posi- Kentucky Music Educators
tion he held his senior year at Calloway County High School. Association (KMEA) All-State
Choirs which will perform as
left, and in his U.S. Army All American Marching band uniform
pan of the fiftieth annual Inin San Antonio, Texas. right He was one of 91 members of Service/Professional Developthe inaugral U.S Army All American Marching Band and was ment conference being held Feb.
6-9 in Louisville.
the only one from Kentucky.
All are members of the choral
ty strenuous hut everyone there Louisville and Murray State. program at Calloway under the
Was amazing."
but chow the University of direction of Mark Dycus. StuA set includes all the steps. Louisville. He said he's going dents are chosen as members
the movement. the music plus to major in music performance of the KMEA All-State Choperforming with strangers
and pursue a masters degree ruses as a result of rigorous
"You go there and meet in music theory to later teach auditions held during the fall
eseryone and everyone', real- saxophone on a university level. each year.
Junior Sara Baily is the
ly supponise of everything. It
"I've always wanted to do daughter of
Jimmy and Mahowas a really neat experience."
music." he said. "Music has tah Bailey of Murray. She
will
Torsak was accepted at the always been something I've be singing soprano in
the Allflis ersttiy
of
Kentucky. been drawn to
State SSA Chorus directed this
year by Dr. Sara Lynn Baird

of the voice and choral faculty of Louisiana State University.
Senior Carlos Felix is the
son of Gary and Debbie Ahart
of Almo. He will be singing
tenor in the All-State TTBB
Chorus under the direction of
Dr. Gregory Fuller of the University of Southern Mississippi School of Music.
Senior April Riley is the
daughter of Ernest and Virginia Riley of Dexter. She will
be singing alto in the All-State
SSA Chorus directed by Dr. Sara
Lynn Baird of Louisiana State
University.
Sydni Stubblefield is the
daughter of Francie Stubblefield of Murray. She will be
singing soprano in the All-State
SSA Chorus directed by Dr. Sara
Lynn Baird of Louisiana State
University.
Rehearsals for the All-State

Choirs will be held Feb. 6-8
in Louisville. The experience
will culminate in a concert
open to the public on Friday
evening, Feb. 8 .at 8:15 p.m.
in the Kentucky Center for the
Arts, downtown Louisville.
The Kentucky Music Educators Asssociation is an organization of over 1,200 in-service music educatiors representing music education interests
from early childhood through
adulthood and some 250 preservice music educators currently preparing to teach music
in Kentucky's colleges and unri
versities. KMEA seeks to
improve the quality of music
education in Kentucky and
works in cooperation with those
educational agencies and organizations that share like interests. KMEA is affiliated with
the Music Educators National
Conference.

Murray State faculty, student talent to be on display at Louisville convention

Special to the Ledger
Murray State tlii‘ersit) willshov. case the musical talent of its students and faculty in a mini concert
at 7 pin.Wednesday at the Kentucky Convention Center in (Amiss die.
Held in conjunction with the Ken-

lucky, Music Education Association
convention, the concert will feature
the MSU Concen Choir under the
direction of Dr. Bradley Alrmis,
director of choral actisities at Mritl.
There will also he performances by
the University's Jazz Urchestra and

Tuba-Euphonium under the direction
of Todd Hill, MSU director of jazz.
The MSU Alumni Association will
host
pre-concert reception at 6:30
p tn. loth events will be held in Cascade Ballroom C
'The opportunity for current stu-

Crakk

okaine use is on the nse tit

many

rural areas. especialh among

dents to meet alumni, share stories,
expenences, and their love for Murray State University is an invaluable
experience. Sharing these experiences
through music makes it even more
special," Almquist said
Free hors d'oeuvres and a cash

bar will be available at the reception. MSU alumni and friends should
RSVP by Tuesday by calling the
MSU Alumni Association at 800-7588510.
For more information, visit
www.murraystate.edunaluievents.htm.
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Business
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FIELDS WANTS TEAM
TO PLAY INSPIRED
BASKETBALL
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
When the Murray Tigers step on the
court at Eastern Kentucky's McBrayer
Arena this afternoon, it will be the first
foray into statewide competition for each
of the 15 young men on the Tiger roster.
But the state All "A" Classic is nothing
new to head coach David Fields — and he
has some unfinished business to take care
of in Richmond.
Fields, who played at Mayfield in the
early 1990s, won the First Region Classic
and made the tnp to Richmond as a junior
in 1990. But he had one more dream he
never experienced as a player — winning a
game in the state tournament.
"I still think about it to this day, what I
could have done different to get that win,"
the third-year Tiger head man said. "I want
our guys to play well and I want that win
for them. If we play hard and perform well
and get beat. I can handle that. 1 just don't
want to go up there and be in awe and look
up and be down 15 at the half."
Fields and his ballclub have their eyes
set on victory in Richmond, but when he
inherited the program before the 2005-06
season, he got a team coming off a 10-17
season. The only experience of Richmond
the Tiger basketball program had to draw
on was driving past the Murray State dormitory that bears the same name.
But things change and Fields brought
immediate winds of change to the program,
differences his seniors — Chess Volp,
Kenneth Trice and Brett Gibson — still
vividly recall.
"I think everything really changed when
Coach Fields came here," said Volp, who is
a third-year starter under Fields. "We'd run
sprints and we'd think we could never do it,
never do it and we'd quite and he'd say
'OK, you gotta run another one.'
"He'd keep making us do it until we got
it done to prove to ourselves we can do
stuff that we don't think we can do. That's
the same attitude we take when we get
down in games now, because we know we
can come back."
•See 'TIGERS, 2C
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TRICE ALL TOO
FAMILIAR WITH
POSITION
BY Tommy DILLARD
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MICHAEL DANN
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hen Kenneth Trice first began playing competitive basketball, there was never much question what position he'd
play.
After all, older brother Qwen Ince ran point for Murray
High back in those days and helped lead the Tigers to.the region tournament as a junior in 2001. So it seemed only natural that Kenneth
would follow in his sibling's footsteps at Tiger Gym.
"I grew up watching him play and came to all his high school games,"
Trice said of Kwen, who went on to play at Division II power Kentucky
Wesleyan."When I first started playing. I kind of got thrown into that
position. They just put me at point guard."
The move seems to have worked out pretty well for both Kenneth and
the Murray Tigers.
Fast forward six years and enter the younger Trice's senior season. A
region tournament berth appears likely, and Trice has already oneupped his brother by guiding the Tigers to their first state All "A"
Classic berth since 1995.

W

Dial Up
the #'s

21
Points scored by Trice in Murray s first
two games of the All 'A' Tournament
against Reidland and Carlisle County

Assists per game averaged by
Trice good enough 10f third iii the
First Region

Incas shooting percentage
from behind the arc after hitting
five in the All "A" semifinal
against Carlisle County

RACER FOOTBALL

Turnovers per game Inca is
averaging, giving him a «2 125
assist-to-turnover ratio

At least three
from Ky. give
verbal to Griffin

II See TRICE, 28

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

A Big Loss In The Little Apple
MEMPHIS IS
THE LONE
UNBEATEN
By The Associated Press
Memphis is pursuing perfection all
by itself now.
As the top-ranked Tigers improved
to 20-0 with an 89-77 victory at
Houston on Wednesday night. No. 2
Kansas took its first loss of the season
against Kansas State in Manhattan.
The Jayhawks hadn't lost in the
Little Apple in 24 years. but Michael
Beasley, who wasn't even alive when
Kansas began its 24-game winning
streak on K-State's homecourt, scored
25 points and led the No. 22 Wildcats
to an 84-75 victory.
Kansas. two victories short of
matching the best start in its storied
basketball history, lost on its rival's
homecourt for the first time since
1983. The 24-game streak in an opponent's gym came up one short of tying
the NCAA Division I record, which
UCLA set against California from
1961-85.
"We weren't going to run the
table," Kansas coach Bill Self said.
"As much as I wish we could, that
wasn't going to happen. So this could
be a good thing for us in the long run.
But certainly it stings."
Kansas Sta:e freshman guard Jacob
Pullen had 20 points and freshman
forward Bill Walker had 22, making
sure that Beasley, who had guaranteed
a Kansas State victory, did not have to
eat his words.
"I knew my team was capable of
beating anybody," Beasley said. "And
we showed it tonight."
Always double- and sometimes

ORLIN WAGNER / AP

Kansas State forward Bill Walker (12) scores during the final seconds against Kansas in Manhattan, Kan.,
Wednesday night. Kansas State beat Kansas 84-75.
triple-teamed when he touched the
ball inside. Beasley was held to only
eight points in the first half but scored
six in a row in the first few minutes
after intermission and Kansas 120-1.
5-1 Big 12) never caught up.
Beasley was 4-for-4 from behind
the 3-point arc as the Wildcats (15-4,

5-0) took over first place in a Big 12
conference they've never even competed in, let alone won.
"It doesn't sting because of the
streak," Self said. "It stings because
it's our rival. I could care less about
the streak. But I do care about beating
our rivals. So, yeah. this one stings

more than what most would sting."
Memphis coach John Calipari
shrugged when he learned Kansas lost,
leaving the Tigers as the nation's only
unbeaten team.
"It's nice, I guess," he said. "Are
we getting better? We got better
today."

NATIONAL SIGNING DAY
LESS THAN SIX DAYS AWAY
BY MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The signing day for college football is
less than six days away (Feb. 6) and it
appears that the Racers have done well for
themselves in bolsterring an already young
baliclub.
At least three players from Kentucky
and some from Florida and Georgia are set
to dot the line in playing for Murray State
this fall.
Four players have already given verbal
commitments to head coach Matt Griffin
and a few others are still narrowing down
thier choices.
Joining the MSU football ranks from
Kentucky are two players that helped Fort
Campbell to the Class 2A state title this
past year and one from Lexington that
helped Catholic beat Lone Oak in the 4A
final.
Josh McWhener. a defensive end and
Dexter Durante, a defensive back from Fort
Campbell, picked the Racers, according to
Jody Demling at the Courier-Journal in
Louisville.
The two were part of this past season's
Louisville Courier-Journal All-State football team. The 6-foot-2, 215-pound
McWherter was a first team All-State
selection on the C-.1's coaches team. He had
196 tackles as a senior.
McWhener, who also played on the
offensive line, was one of 12 players for
Fort Campbell whose fathers were
deployed to Iraq when the team captured
the state title in December.
The 6-foot, 180-pound Durante ran for
120 yards, including the clinching score,
and had 7.5 tackles in the state championship over Newport Central Catholic.
Lexington Catholic's Andy Mahoney
also gave Griffin a verbal.
Plant High School two-way lineman
Tyler Evans, out of Tampa Bay, Fla.. has
also verbally commited to Murray State.
Evans, a 6-foot-2. 305-pound senior, is
likely to play interior defensive line for the
•See RACERS, 28
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Cronin, Cincinnati clobber former boss
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP) -- West
Virginia coach Bob Huggins got a rude
greeting f
his former school.
Deonta Vaughn scored 18 points and
Cincinnati beat the Mountaineers 62-39
Wednesday night. holding West Virginia to
the worst shooting night in school history.
West Virginia's 20 percent 110-of-50,)
shooting also was among the %Ora for a
Huggins-coached team. Cincinnati also held
a season-hest 47-26 rebounding advantage.
"We are not tough enough.- Huggins said.
-I've had warns before that couldn't shoot.
but we-rebounded it. It looked like men playing against boys."
Huggins won .399 games with the
Bearcats and led them to the NCAA tournanwnt in 14 of his 16 seasons before being
_ -

ousted after a 2(X)5 drunken driving arrest. which was a key," Crown said. 'They don't
He took a year off and coached last season at have big guys, they are not the most athletic.
Kansas State. then was hired at his alma team on the front line and they're not the
miter when John Beilein left for Michigan strongest team. In Big East play, it's tough."
last Aped.
The BCaltdts jumped ahead 21-7 midway
Mick Cronin replaced Huggins at through the first half, cruising to a 34-23 lead
Cincinnati and considers Huggins his men- at the break.
tor. Huggins hired Cronin as Cincinnati's
The rout continued after halftime.
video coordinator in 1996. Cronin became an Cincinnati used a 14-3 run to extend its lead
assistant coach a year later and eventually to 50-29 with 10 minutes remaining. West
wa.s named the team's recruiting coordinator. Virginia never got closer than 16 afterward in
C'ronin looked like a genius in this one. In its most lopsided loss in more than three seawinning just its fourth Big East road game sons.
since joini4 the conference in 2005.
"We're bigger and stronger, and that's just
Cincinnati used stilling man defense and the facts," Cronin said. "I think it showed
interior dominance to force West Virginia tonight. They missed six free throws and 40
away from the basket.
shots — that's 46 missed and they only had
"We were able to hold them to one shot. six offensive rebounds."
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Boys Basketball
Lou Eastern 85, Lou. Atherton 80
Walton- Verona 72. Simon Kamon 69
Bluegrass Coaarencis Tournament
Berea 71 Ky School tor Na Deal 48
Girls
Appalachia Va 47, Cumberland 38
Highlands 64 Bellevue 57
PaintsviNe 53 /MOM Co 33
Pyle 73 Gallatin Co 39
Saint Joseph Central, W Va 81.
Lawrence Co 66
All "A" Classic State Tournament
Ballard Memorial 56. Shelby Valley 49
Bardstown 68 Elliott Co 60

Me

Cumberland Co so. Whiteheid
Academy 32
Lex Christian 67, Owensboro Catholic
53
Lou Holy Cross 46, Crittenden Co 35
Middlesboro 54 Danville 49
Newport Central Catholic 54 Leslie Co
35
Louisville Invitational
Lou. Butler 60, Lou Moore 51
Lou. DuPont Manual 49, Lou Chnston
Academy 37
Lou Iroquois 53, Lou. Assumption 32
Lou Sacred Heart 65, Lou Mercy 34
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•Trice
From Page 1B
Both Ince brothers have
enjoyed illustrious careers as
point guards for the black and
gold, hut Kenneth says the basketball similarities end there.
"We play very different
styles," he said. "He was one of
those point guards that likes to
take over games I'm one that
likes to distribute the ball more.Not that the younger Trice
isn't capable of doing the same.
Ile did lust that in the first round
of the first Region Classic.. With
Ins team struggling and leading
scorer Cole Hun riding the pine
against a scrappy Reidland
squad in the first haft 01 its peniimg
game. Trice came out
in the second hall with a noticeable change in on-coun character.
Instead of being the distributor. he was dro mg to the basket.
getting lay ups. and popping
threes from the top of the key en
route to scoring 21 points.
And as tar as head coach
David helds is concerned. Trice
is more than welcome to take•
over games w hew% et he sees fit.
"I think he found his rhythm
thew in that Reidland game.fields said. "Cole was out and I
felt like he had a sense of
urgency because somebody had
to step up It just skyrocketed
from there.l'hat sense of urgency must
have carried (net in the Tigers'
semifinal matchup with Carlisle
County Ince put 11 points on
the hoard again and buried live
three-pointers to help his team

SportsBriefs
pull away Inim the Comets.
Trice settled back into a role
he said he finds more comfortable in the championship game
against Mayfield. He scored only
seven points. but ran the offense
and picked up several key
assists, the most important of
which found fellow senior Brett
Gibson for a crucial fourth quarter trifecta.
Fields praised his point guard
for his astute maneuver on the
play -- Trice sold his defender
on a move to the basket and
kicked to an open Gibson.
"When I was looking to drive,
he was already spotting up in the
corner.- Trice said. "I just figured Brett is Brett. he knocks
down big threes. that's what he

Olt

•The MHS football banquet has been moved to Sunday, Feb. 10 at
1 pm at Murray High School. Tickets are $15 for the meal and awards
ceremony. Tickets may be purchased in the MHS office until Friday,
Feb 1. No Uckets will be sold at the door. Players, cheerleaders, and
dance team members do not need tickets but should let their coaches
know if they are attending
or d•
es
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MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

CCMS 8th grade boys
fall to Benton
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LAKERS LOSE IN FIRST ROUND OF
DISTRICT TOURNAMENT,36-26

does.**

Gibson did. but the play also
served as a - working illustration
of the many little things Trice
does for his team, things that
might not show up in the scorebooks hut do not go unnoticed in
the eyes of Fields.
Fields said he believes Trice
is becoming more open to taking
on a scorers mentality. hut it
hasn't always been that way for
the point guard the coach calls
the most unselfish player he
knows.
"I talked to him last year
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
about being more aggressive. but
Kenneth Trice thinks about penetrating past a Hickman
I just kind of felt maybe he
County defender in a game at Tiger Gym earlier this month.
want to do that.- Fields said
"I didn't want to force the issue Trice's scoring explosions helped the Tigers to victory at the
with him and make him do First Region All 'A Classic last week.
something that he didn't feel
condonable I think it's very dents to buy in and play how the ball has made him one of the
best distributors in the region.
important for high school stu- they see fit.Trice's propensity to sharing He ranks third in assists in the
First Region, averaging 5.1 dishes per game. When he does
decide to let loose from beyond
the arc, he's usually on the
money — he also ranks among
the top three-point shooters in
percentage, connecting on 35
percent.
While he didn't shirk his dis
tributor's role at the Classic.
lace did show a more aggressive, offensive side, one Fields
hopes he can continue to mesh
with his classic point guard mentality.
"More than anything. he's
just making good decisions with
the basketball.- Fields said.
"He's become more aggressive,
he's driving to the basket and
taking a shot when it's open. but
he's not forcing anything. I just
think he decided. 'Well. I can
make us better.' So that's what
he's doing.Tnce started as a freshman at
Murray as a shooting guard. but
moved over to the point guard
position A% a sophomore.
Coming into this season, the
Tigers garnered regional attention for their big frontcoun and
its ability to carry the team into
the region tournament. But with
two veterans guards running the
r
show, didn't Murray deserve just
— I WATCH
as much credit for its hackcourt
THE GAIN
play?
Fields felt his team was
ON OUR
slighted from the get-go, receivBIG SCREEN
2 P.M. - CLOSE
ing just one representative to the
Class "A- preseason top five and
iv
FOR MURRAY LOCATION ONLY
'
none in the First Region top 10.
But Trice never flinched at the
I.
lack of recognition given him or
his team.
"I just used all that as motivation.- he said. "I don't worry
about it too much. I just use it.
We have a good backcourt just
like
our frontcourt."
ritOy two 111140U-Cilo vat
Along with getting his first
puts A %pagans bullet.
victory over crosstown rival
Calloway County, winning the
Including drink'
First Region All "A" Classic
Floral WV UPI N 41 I.
ranks as Trice's hest moments as
DAV EVERYDAY
a Tiger, and he hopes to carry
1101 geod loth an olest ono Ohm artuwo
'Not good girth soy other rater thrii;1.1 n5
that momentum to Eastern
&old It Orr"Paean& &Itt~lts
Iliad at Murray,Paducah & Draffeaville
Kentucky University and today's
I.
first-round state All "A"
matchup with Somerset.
"I've been wanting this since
my freshman year.- he said.
—
'The past two years. we didn't
even win a game at All "A". so
a
to win it all my senior year is
very exciting.a
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Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Middle eighth grade boys' basketball team fell to Benton, 3626, in the opening round of the
district tournament Tuesday
night, knocking them out of the
single elimination tournament.
The Lakers got off to a cold
start and never quite recovered,
scoring only two points in the
first quarter and trailing Benton
7-2 going into the second.
Benton led 13-7 at the half in a
defensive affair.
Calloway's defense held

strong in the third quarter, holding Benton to just four points
and allowing the Lakers to cut
the lead to two, 17-15. But
Benton's offense found its flow
in the fourth quarter, running up
19 points and advancing in the
tournament.
Russell Garland and T.J.
Elam led Calloway with seven
points apiece. Garland also
grabbed four rebounds.
The Lakers will face Graves
County next week in the regional tournament.
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•Tigers
From Page 1B
Fields is slow to take credit,
however, for his transformation
of a Murray program that hadn't
posted a winning season since
2001-02. Instead. Fields passes
the buck to his players,who built
the foundation of the program
— this year's seniors as well as
those who graduated in the past
two seasons.
This trip to Richmond, Fields
says, is just as much for them as
ills this year's squad.'
"My seniors that I've had —
Todd Buck, Hugh Rollins, those
were my two seniors my two
first year — Blake McCuiston,
Casey Parker-Bell, R.V. Oliver
and Jody Mohler, my heart goes
out to those guys because they
played a part in this." Fields
said.
"Because of their leadership.
their willingness to hang in there
when times were tough. they
allowed this team to continue to
progress and move forward."
Notes:
— Murray heads into its
matchup with Somerset at 4
p.m. today riding a six-game

winning streak. During that
stretch the Tigers have won by
an average margin of 21 points
and have held opponents to an
average of 37 points per game.
— Several Tigers rank in the
top 10 in the First Region in various statistical categories. Point
guard Kenneth Trice ranks third
in assists, averaging 5.1 per
game. Cole Hurt ranks sixth in
field goal percentage, connecting on 56 percent of his shots
and Chess Volp ranks eighth in
free-throw percentage, hitting
74 percent from the charity
stripe.
The Tigers have three players
averaging double-figures in
scoring — Hurt with 12.6 points
per game, Volp with 10.9 and
Aaron Jones with 10-even.
— If Murray defeats
Somerset, it will face the winner
of Rose Hill Christian (11-8)
and Louisville Collegiate (9-8)
Friday at 7 p.m. CST.The Tigers
would play in the semifinals at
4:30 p.m. Saturday afternoon
and in the championship game
at 3 p.m. on Sunday
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•Racers
From Page 1B
Racers, according to head coach
Robert Weiner.
"They got a diamond in the
rough." Weiner said. "They've
got a 300-pounder playing every
single game both ways, never
complaining.- said Weiner on
Tampabay.com.
Perhaps the biggest name on
this year's recuiting list for the
Racers also hails out of Tampa
Bay — that being Alonso High
School defensive end Jamal
Crook.
Crook will announce his college choice Friday and it
appears to be either Murray
State or Tennessee State.
According to a report on
Tampabay.com. Alonso coach
Mike Heidi said, "I think he's
leaning towards Murray State"
Crook, at 6-foot. 230 pounds.
was the top player on one of the
county's best defenses, only
drawback, according to his
coach is his size. He added that
more major programs would
have jumped on Crook if he
were a little bigger.
Another name that has surfaced out of the Tampa Bay area
is Gaither High School's Will
Joseph.
A defensive back. Joseph has
Eastern Illinois. Albany (N.Y.).
Marist and the Racers on his list
of considerates.

8

Zach Waddle (6-foot-1, 220pounds), a linebacker from
Roswell, Ga.. currently has
offers from Air Force, Tennessee
Tech, Furman. Georgia Southern
and Murray State.

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED ST

Terry Butler

SOS Mein 5, • 751 51142

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
3 p.m
TGC — PGA Tour Fell Open hrsi
round at Scottsdale Are
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESF'N — Boston College at North
Carolina
ESPN2 — Providence at Notre Dame
6 p.m.
ESPN — Indians al Wisconsin
ESPN2 — N C %see at Duke
NBA BASKETBALL
7:16 p.m.
TNT — Dallas at Boston
11-.30 p.m.
TNT — San Antonio at Phnom.

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4-50 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM — Murray HO vs
Somerset at Al A' Classic in Flachmand
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
5 p.m
WFGE 103 7 FM — Murray State
women at Austin Psey
7 p.m
WFGE 1037,WNW. 1340 AM —
Murray Stew men at Austin Ploy
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Re: Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action No. 07-CI-617, Branch Banking &
Trust Co., Plaintiff v. Florence Perry; Victor Perry, individually and as Executor
of the Estate of Willie E. Perry; Unknown Spouse of Victor Perry; Unknown
Spouse of Florence Perry; Unknown Spouse of Christina McGuire; Unknown
Defendants who are the heirs or devisees or legatees of Willie E. Perry, aka
Willie Earl Perry, and their spouses and any unknown person who may have an
interest in the property which is the subject matter of this action..
Commonwealth of Kentucky; and Christina McGuire, Defendants
The undersigned was appointed Warning Order Attorney by the Calloway
Circuit Court to notify the Unknown Spouse of Florence Perry, the Unknown
Spouse of Christina McGuire: Unknown Spouse of Victor Perry: and, Unknown
Defendants who are the heirs or devisees or legatees of Willie E. Perry, aka
Willie Earl Perry, and their spouses and any unknown person who may have an
interest in the property located at 1707 Calloway Ave., Murray, KY 42071, that
a lawsuit has been filed to foreclose on property located at 1707 Calloway Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071 and more particularly described in the lawsuit). The
Plaintiff asserts that it is the mortgage holder and that any right you may have
in the property should be terminated.
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit is made by you on or before February
15, 2008, a Judgment by default may be granted against you. Copies of the
Complaint can be obtained hum the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court,
Calloway County Judicial Building, 312 North 4th St., Murray, KY 42071
Jeanne' Carroll, Esq.
204 _ S. 6th St.
Murray. KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY

SOUTHWEST
Area
Gravity Sewer
Additions
Murray, Kentucky.
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Ernie Davis & Sons
Mechanical Inc. is
requesting proposals
from MBE and WBE
Contractors for the following items for this
project:
1 )Portland
Cement
Concrete for Street
and Driveway replacement.
2)Bitummous Concrete
Pavement replacement
for Highways. Streets
and Driveways.
3)Removal
and
Replacement
of
Existing
Privacy
Fence.
4)Final Dress Up and
Restoration, Including
Seeding,
Fertilizing
and Mulching areas of
to as good as or better
than the condition
before construction of
the
sewer
project
began.
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January 31.
Date
2008 (Bids to be
received by February
8, 2008)
This IS a Unit Pnce Bid
Project
This is a Prevailing
Wage Proiect
All Proposals must be
as per Plans and
Specifications
preGRW
by
pared
Engineering and the
City of Murray. KY
Please contact Ernie
Davis
Sons
&
Mechanical at the following (270)926-1350
Phone
(270)686-8117 Fax

first
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BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

United
Way
What Matters
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State
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607 Poplar St
#F
Murray, KY
42071
(270) 753-0317
"rune mocurillmthopy.kom
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CUSTOMER Service
Rep. needed. Peco
Displays. Send resume
to PO Box 363. Murray,
KY

DISCLAIMER
MURRAY State graduate looking for information about "Martin minlocated on Clarks River
in Northeastern part of
Calloway County during 1800s/1900s. If you
have any knowledge
about this mill or can
provide any information as to its existence,
please
write
to:
Boxholder. 632 North
12th Street, #146,
Murray,
Kentucky
42071. Please give
name and phone number,

University
Barber Shop

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activrties.
060
Nsitt UMW
ACCOUNTING clerk
Payroll. A/P, A/R Excel
experience a must
Willingness to learn
Pleasant personality
Call 270-436-2798 ask
for Lorraine.
CAW Real Estate
classes begin
February 1st at Super
8 motel (270)2230789
deloiseadams0yahoo
com
"Church nursery attendant. Sunday mornings. $29 Per
Sunday. Send resume
to First Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main
St., Murray. KY
42071 753-6460'
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qu
fied and motivated individual for retail sales
WOK+ pokinnal income
possible. Greet bane
Ms. Sales experience
required.
731-934-9429

060
MN Wanted

The Murray State University Adventures in Math/Science Upward Bound
Program has the following positions available for a summer enrichment
program, working with high school students (9th-I2th grade) in an intense
Math/Science concentrated program. Training will take place from June
2nd-June 6th. We are seeking qualified persons who are available for training/work from June 2nd-July 3rd, 2008,
Applications are due by February 28th, 2008. You may obtain an application in room 240 Blackburn Science or by downloading an application
form from the AIMS web page - http://www.murraystatesedu/aims/
Residential Advisors/Teacher Assistants: Live-in position, 24-hour on call,
residence hall experience required; proven ability to work with a diverse
population of students and experience in field of working with secondary.
students preferred. Must have completed at least 2 years of college. The
primary objective of these positions is to ensure the well-being of students
in grades 9-12, with regard to health, safety, morale, discipline, interpersonal relations within the group, and application to studies. Residential
Advisors/Teacher Assistants are expected to live in a dormitory and provide 24-hour supervision for students. The week begins Sunday evening at
,4:00 p.m. and usually ends by 5:00 p.m. on Friday.
AIMS is part of the TRIO programs, federally funded by the United
States Department of Education Equal Education Employment
Opportunities M/F/D, AA Employer.
Completed applications along with resume should be sent to:
AIMS, ATTN: Dr Doris Clark Sari: Director,
240 Blackburn Science Building, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
Email questions to. Marianna Chrysiliou. AIMS Administrative Assistant,
marianna.chrysiliou@murraystate.edu

060
Help Waled

Local
Notice

Cliisip Wonted

SUMMER 2008 POSITIONS AVAILABLE

To Unknown Spouse of Florence Perry; Unknown Spouse of Christina McGuire:
Unknown Spouse of Victor Perry; and, Unknown Defendants who are the heirs
or devisees or legatees of Willie E. Perry, aka Willie Earl Perry, and their spouses and any unknown person who may have an interest in the property located at
1707 Calloway Ave., Murray, KY 42071.
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When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on out classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
linings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you.
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FIRST Baptist Church
(Murray) is seeking a
part-time interim director of preschool and
children's
activities.
This person will be
responsible for planning,
administering
and participating in
activities for children
from birth through 6th
grade. Hours will be
15-20 per week: compensation negotiable.
Bachelors degree or
prior experience in
similar work required.
Applicants should be a
professed Christian,
love the Lord and love
children
Interested
persons should submit
resume and names of
three references to
Children's
Search
Committee.
First
Baptist Church. 203
South
4th
Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
For questions contact
Wilma
Beatty
at
(270)753-7772.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
SALES Rep needed
Send resume & refs
to Peco Displays. PO
Box 363. Murray, KY

FULL-TENE OPPORTUNITY
IN MANAGEMENT
Dawahares is looking for show-time
personalities in management in the
Shoppes of Murray.
Only those interested in making
Dawahares famous for customer service
need apply. Apply in
person at
Dawahares, Shoppes of Murray.

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
03/01/08 to 12/20/08
Kimbro Farms, LLC - Murray, KY
#0347237
$8.65/hr. 75% of total contract hours
guaranteed. Work tools, supplies &
equip. provided at no cost. Free housing
to workers outside local commuting area.
Transportation & subsistence expenses
provided to non-resident workers at 50%
of contract completion. Contact local Job
Service Office.

MCTA is hiring for a
Part-time Transit Driver.
We are looking tor a person that has- integrtts
a good work ethic, sense of responsibility

060
Nip %Mid
FULL Time
Bookkeeper needed in
Accounting
Department.
Applicants should be
able to handle all
aspects of
accounting. This is a
full time position 5
days a week Monday
- Fnday 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Starting pay
$10.00 to $12.00 an
hour based on experience. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071.
HELP Wanted. Hiring
both days and nights.
Weekends a must.
Apply in person after
1:00 PM. Quizno's,
1203 Chestnut Street.
MAINTENANCE
personel, 10-hours per
week, at University
Heights Apts. 1734
Campbell St. Murray.
KY (270)759-2282

Qualifications are,
.Must be at least 21 years old 'Valid KY Dnver's License
.High-School Diploma or GEL)
•No moving (traffic) violations in the
past 2 years
*No drug or alcohol charges within 7 sears.

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

Help Wanted

HELP WANTED
for Murray/
Mayfield area
businesses!
No experience
necessary, will train
on site. Pay from
5200-$500 weekly,
with increase possible
after 90 days.
Incentive programs
available.
Must have reliable
transportation and must
pass drug screening
Call
Mon., Feb. 4, 08
270-753-2700 AM
270-436-5817 PM
NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions Fulltime LPN. We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky
Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.
PAINTERS. Need 3
plus years of verifiable
painting experience.
For interview call
931-436-5353.
PART time help needed. Must friendly & personable. Apply in person
at
Oakwood
Studio. 1003 N. 4th.
753-7050
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.

Check
us out
on the
Web!

All qualified applicants must pass a pre-emplosment
testing before being considered any further
DOT Drug and Alcohol Test
DOT Physical
Criminal Record Check
Please submit application at Murray Calloway

Hs Wanted
TENNESSEE Asphalt
Company is accepting
applications for expenenced laborers and
operatiors for asphalt
paving crew and plant.
Must have previous
experience in a similar
position. Must have
valid driver's license.
Apply in person at
1815 E. Wood St.,
Paris. Absolutely no
phone calls. Drug Free
Workplace and Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Articles
For Sale

EEO.

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS &
PHYSICAL THERAPY
ASSISTANTS
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Physical Therapists and PTAs for our
Home Health Agency. Part-time and fulltime positions are available. Flexible
schedules are also are available.
Interested
candidates
must
be
a
Registered Physical Therapist or PTA
licensed in the State of Tennessee. New
grads are welcome.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus, health,
vision, dental, and retirement. Interested
candidates should send a resume or apply
in person.

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions: ..
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large,selection
of entertainnient centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

LOOKING for businesses or homes to
clean. 23 years experience. 270-804-5419
NEED your house
cleaned?
Ref. if needed.
759-9031
978-6554
OPENING with inhome daycare. $80
weekly, $20 daily.
Discount on multiple
children.
Audubon
accepted. Call to find
out about the fun activities and learning experience your precious
one can be a part of.
Call 753-7031 or
293-5212

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HO
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HO
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. CallBeasley Antenna E:
Satellite for more into,•
759-0901 or toll free:'.
877-455-0901

120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

SPRING
Break:\
Acapulco. Mexico.
(2) 1BR suites avail-:
able April 4-11. Mayan
Palace Acapulco. All
the amenities. $500
per unit or $900 for
both. (270)705-5570._
for more info.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

SCRAP
CARS

(270)753-1713

key Aida Paris

Firewood

753-5500

FIREWOOD for sale: •
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

the Square Murray

USED books
Call 759-9586

*1:
o:

't Be A

SKILLED NURSING
MANAGER
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a Manger for our skilled nursing unit.
The individual selected will work with an
excellent team that is quality oriented.
The Manager is responsible for the management and supervision of the resident
care. A major responsibility of the
Manager is the public and guest relations
of the skilled unit. The Manager reports to
the Director of Nursing.

*subscribe to the

We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental, and
retirement. Interested candidates should
send a resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

Equal Opportunity Employer

Fesual Opportunity Employer

*

WSW

* LEDGER&TIMES *:
Home Delivery
Local Mall
•110se,
3 mo..—.-01.06
3
mo.
6 me.
SIM
1 yr.--$0.1111 6 tan.

Kest of KYfrN
Interested candidates must have excellent
communication skills in dealing with the
residents, families, physicians, and other
customers. Prior long term-care experience preferred.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

4

Black Sauder enter
tainment center, $20
You haul Leave mes
sage at 293-3101

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553

NURSE'S AIDE
Prefer CNA or CMA. but will train. We are
looking for someone who enjoys working
with the elderly. Good working conditions.
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

SMALL used furniture
pieces,
household
items, knick knacks.
glass, books, old photographs/postcards,
linens,
old
VHS
movies, gold jewelry &
old coins. Call (270)
753-6793 after 12PM
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215
150

Transit Authonty located at 607 Poplar Suite B.
753-9725

VISA

(Purveys & OvcAi

3 MO..... —470.511
6 me.--590.09
1 yr.....--$128.1111
I Check

s.
w

All Other Mail
I.
Subscriptintn
I.
3 inn.
6 mo.
-.5
1
-181

Money Order

Vine

WC

Name
I St. Address_
I city
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
I
"
Mail that coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

C

•
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TA NGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Loire. Drive Munay. KY 42071
NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom - S4.44
Bedrnom - $495
.4 Bednmon - Income Bused
•I
Cab1r • Washer. Dryer. Range. Dishwasher
k efttgerattar Provided • All Elea:Inc• Carpet &
1.11111k I IIt • Central Heat & Air • Kitluilka

Murray '
Murray Ledger & 'flutes

PUBLIC AUCTION

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Saturday, Feb. 2, 2008•10 a.m.

Nome restrictions appl,
(
s
.l. all Joy for details 270-762-1044 or 1:1
270K
-0O4-kS0 [TY.14011-&01-6056 MAO

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
CH5 Ifitiguid Dric • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TIM 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
(hie and I wo Bedroom Apartments
Central Ilea( and Air
Ai.cepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

540.7.4. 4~1

Al the Dam Miller Amebae Rare, Lysiii Grove, KY.
t ease Mayfield. KI take Hwy.IS to Hwy. ILK to Calleelte Take Hwy. 121 Ss. to
11134 So. Irma Murray, KY take Hey.% West to Lytle Greve.Ilya into Hwy. 113
Brow.Greve Rd. Feller, to melba. See 'adios signs.
au... liras y wrought uon beds. I iretrula & I twin nice old Burl Walnut Plantatron
desk
nice walnut drawer chest 'high headboard Burl Walnut bed, dresser - marble top
Burl
vitamin Mesita Whilitriltal pulls fancy()Nib drawer spool cabinet • marble
top wash.tand
tancy framed wall minors fine wicker piece *obeli 2 nice one drawer bedstde tables fancy organ stool - wrought iron now lamp old oak oval glass
dun& cabinet another oak glans china cabrnet nice round oak table nice old oak ice box flee
old told up rocker nice pine table w/6 chairs & china cabinet treadle sewing
machaee nice ladies wstetao knee bole desk
old dressers Duncan Phyle lamp table - 2 rues
maple bedroom suites odd maple dresser lung sue hea complete - nice sofas
- eiecuw
,c‘ving Mat line 2 nice bookshelves - recliners odd
breakfast set Oriental bile wall
pocket h green berry dishes - clear berry dishes - fancy small pitchers
small cruets
wilead srvstal stoppers - footed candy dish Bananas Germany dishes - mustache
mugs
IN
SO' Lufkin Cu tape measurer Saginaw. Mich USA leather hound - SII*er
plate tiroaer basket line old spittoon small ttld what not items Mist dishes- beautiful
voluted *net piano Aladdin Lamp old kerosene lamp - fancy cake stand' lot or old
picture frames some old rwelry nice 'Id pisturcs in nice frames - doll guilts doll 4
drawer chest & kitchen ,aboriet %stud table and chairs
dishes old Bible - old
records
45 & 7t1 Id' upright treefer small chest freezer - Term.° fireplace 2000 Nent
free gas logs - ne-e. Craftsman au compressor wash kettle & rack metal scaffold rack
wrmetal walk board and much more
Nor resporuible Ii, gm,
h Asada/4r
I. glue of Irrevag nearher ale will he gonad ofr Sale will
be held in ode Glut will leil
ritII H, m and Iurnifurr al I:

Maine

1BR
furnished o
unfurnished. low utai
ties, no lease required,
no pets $250/mo
270-753-3949

ACROSON1C piano • 188, various locations,
$2754300 Coleman
good condition Cal
RE 753-9898
270-435-4389
Haws Fir Sea
"*"OWNER
TtNANCING•"'
16x80 380. 2 Bath. on
3.5 acres. Paris
$3.950 down. $545
month 752-0729
Bonnie Byerty Broker
''OWNER
FINANCE''
No credit check' 2003
3EI0 28A doublewide
in Puryear Large deck,
S3 500 down. $495
monthly Call Rothe?
"i 753-2222
'
• 'OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check' 3813
2 bath doublevede in
Puryaar Only 4 years
old
Large
deck
$3 500 down. $495
month Call Rutter,
(.2701753-2222
OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check'
Completely
redone
IBA singlewide.
water view. *UV boat
ramp access Nice
covered deck
213
Primrose.
New
Concord
S2 900
down $450 month
Call 753-2222
'**OWNER
FINANCE' • 28X68.
300, 2 bath 10 acres,
54.950 down $69500
month. Hardin
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerly Broker
**OW14ER
Financing2005 24x56 3814
28A $4.950 down
$64900 month Hazel
12701753-1011
2000 Fikonont 16010
Vinyl siding, shingle
root, 2:6 walls. Amish
built. nice
270-489-2525.
2006 1648 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home Shingle
vinyl with 108 front
Porch and bock Nailite
skirting 21313. IBA
179.900 or finance for
S1.500 down payment.
$308 monthly
t 800-455-3001
:BR MA. 1 8 acre lot
appliances wd car
Dort. storage shed
$27.750 000
293-1155. 4914117
'97 16.60 Includes
IMO deck. 200 amp
wince me new appliances 753-3532 or
293-8140

280

LIQUIDATION Saki
Al 2006 Homes Must
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 lel Savo
Thousands" Call now
731 504-9429
MO011ituiiine and lot.
East of Whey
Cal 270-293-7553 Of
615-449-5904

NICE, newer. 1814,
IBA, bock. WAD.
C/H/A, tie, walk-in
closet, close to MSU.
pets allowed
iv/deposit $350/mo
12701522-1095
2130 28A. garage. as
appliances S650
436.5685
•
2B0 apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
28R duplex. 28A.
garage No pets
753-7457 or 227-3054
280 duplex. nice,
C/HiA. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
280. $285: C/H/A.
near MSU Move in
free days. 753-9898
- 38413R. 28A available
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
380 townhome 2 SBA
C/V4IA
refrigerator
washer dryer dishwasher oven. stove
1,400
sq ft
Conveniently located
near MSU
Newly
refurbished
1660
month 50% oft 1st
month $800 deposit
required
No pets
Utilities not included
270-348-0458
4E14 tcresithomit
C/H./A.
refrigerator,
washer, dryer.- dishwasher oven. stove
1,400
sq ft
Conveniently located
near MSU
Newly
refurbished
$840
month 50% off 1st
month $800 deposit
required
No pets
Utilities not included
270-348-0458
2 bedroom 1 bath
duplex in Puryear. TN
$450 a month $450
deposit References
required Call Rusty Cl
Moody Realty Co 410
Tyson Ave Pans
TN 17311642-5093
'ornersionc
Height & Restal
Rental Poverty &
Property MAIltlettlfenit
SC(\ KC% as Sliftbk
('all 791-7355
koranweessig rola

DUPLEX 288. ?BA. I year old. 404 Nimbi
Ct Nionn. no pets
12701376-2746
(270)841-5653

Ileums For Rent
107 S 14th 4BR 2BA
C/H/A
Lease
&
deposit. No pets $700
monthly. 270-519-2699
1604 Miller. 7 rooms,
gas C.t.1 Lease &
deposit
No
pets
Water paid
$500
monthly 270-519-2699
2 3 & 480 houses
Lease
&
deposit
required 753-4109
288 IBA. CAVA.appliances
furnished
Hazel No pets
731.498.8312
3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose City utilities
and schools All electric 2 car garage
Large fenced yard
New
central HVAC system
annual lease Ray
270-767-0615
*Ai-IBA 306 S 15th.
$4961/mo negotiable
No pets 759-4826
501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath.
washer/dryer.
dishwasher. refrigerator;
Stove.
living/dining
!POTS, bobus room,
screened porch, hardwood floors
270-761-1317

AO Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at
S 4th St
270-436-549
270-293-6906

FOR rent 288
Duplex. 1302
Velloreivood $4000mo
761.7355

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

NICE 208,1 tostri ass
S5OCVmo 193-1914
•11314 $225
308 1275
7,34012

SLEEPING rooms No
guests No cooking No
utilities
References
required $150 month
767-9037

142 8R apts. 1-year
Wane 188 $35000.
28R 1475 00 Cal
Hamlat No Ages
753-7%9
308 Duplex orate,
mined $700'mo
we.. & clopoort
roquvorl 227-037'

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
411 Size Unill
Available
*ow Have
Climate GNAW

713-3113
./

37
Prop
For Salo
3 buildings for sale
downtown commercial
property
(270)293-4855
COMMERCIAL building 1.200 so f1 many
recent improvements.
Excellent condition
Located in high traffic
area. 717 S 4th St.
Many
possibilities.
575.000
753-7668
days or 753-4919
nights
Corrensiical Prop For
2 car garage with gas
heat Good tor ca
detailing or body shop
5500 monthly

703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnrne loca
lion 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE space available 1 600 so ft parking lot, roadside lighted
sign 901 Sycamore St
SI 200/mo 293-2098
Of 753-5500
PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE Ideal downtown location includes
reception, conference
room and parking.
Suite B. Gregory,
Easley. & Ernstberger
Building Call
753-2633
& tupelo
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
PIT Bull puppies for
sale. aN colors and a
few red nosed. UTD
on shots withipithart.
$5000 Call
(2701492-8859 for
more info
SHIH-TZU puppy
Male, 8 weeks 040
AKC, dew claws
removed. stools &
worrned. $300
(270)251-0310
everengs

M

ack Bobs

HAY large round bale
Orchard grass &
Fescue $5000 per
roe delivery available
(270)254-0089
HORSE barn for rent 3
large
stalls
with
turnout 293-1751
PROFESSIONAL
Horse Shoeing
Contact for scheduling:
270-906-6922,
270-978-5280

The P1,1

NICE taros 280 28A
duplex AN appliances
1500,rno.depose No
ores 4* `-Cl."-

1 Oft 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting Cl $200;rno
7S3-4109

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunly alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

(no more than 25 words)

Deadline for receipt
of photos er love
lines is Friday,
February at 5PM.

TOBACCO ground
alDWOK 8 saes, Nutty
productive land, vosster
available 32x52 barn
close by May be
leased also
(270)489-2116

Vialciss

2 story 3B0 2I3A, 1
office. 2 car garage.
2,400 sq.ft.
4,000 total, Landon
Hills Subdivision
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.
360 2BA brick. Newly
decorated,
stove,
refrigerator
Large
fenced in backyard &
Storage Large trees.
822
S
91h. off
Glendale

Jtidtbon
tisw.
under federal as
IS, sill knossingIF aiepr
astrertismit tor real estate
^
it not In sailatkin ra the lay.
per•ons att berebs inlorm,t
MO all dwellings adscrti•ei r.
°‘1.1i.bk on an equal
fiih hams
For turd's/ aroastante sfid, lair
Fiousinit Ndserbsing reuurr
Tents, onto,t %AA ('on,,.
Rem %lam 17011 541'. Pik

Also,
farm
joins
Cherokee Hills Farm
121S, New Concord
10mi from KY Lake.
Lots of deer, turkey,
good building spots
J.D Williams
753-8406, 753-4443
BRICK 380/2BA new
furnace water heater,
sewer line. ceramic.
windows
cabinets,
paint
refrigerator,
stove
1102 Poplar
$135,000
Call for
appointment Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224

W.OOOO

WANT to know the
value of your home.
farm or commercial
property on today's
market"
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision/ Give us a
call' Professional reliable service
Darnell Appraisal &
Consulting,
Matt
Jennings
owner/appraiser
270-753-9999

COLDWATEFI 2/3130,
brrck, owner financing
possible 800-9862789 Ext. 2051
It,\II I /I II
1 )1 r, I 1.',1 I I I 1

'01 Chevy Z71. $9,300
'05
Equinox
IT,
$10,100
'05
Ford
Taurus,
$5,900
'02
Montana
van,
$5,800.
'01 Explorer. $5,100
'00 Anima GXE, $4,500
'99 GMC Z71. 59.100.
'94 Cherokee Sport,
$3.500
C&K 705-5973 anytime.
See at ckmotorsky corn.
'99 Lexus RX300.
Silver/gray,
gray
leather seats, moonroof, tilt
steering,
cruise, p-steenng, CD
player, fold down back
seat, smooth quiet ride
with very good condition Michelin tires.
Good condition!
270-753-9343,
270-227-4869.

2004 Ford
Thunderbird convertible with hard top,
red, 15,xxx miles, One
owner, bought new at
Parker Ford. $25,000.
753-1566. 227-1391.
2001 Dodge Intrepid
SE 759-9451 or
293-3515
1967 Chevy Camaro
wrth 350 engine Call
270-492-6222

UM Property
Vans

326 acres Pans. TN
area 200 row crop
land Remainder in
woods with creek
frontage
Excellent
building sites (1 9
miles black top rd
frontage) will divide
$2,500 an acre
1-877-275-0543

risk,

5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater,
hwy frontage, tobacco
barn, good water for
engation or livestock
Owner financing possible, will divide
(270)489-2116
if no answer leave
feellear

"OWNER
FINANCE
No credo, check, Clean
and roc* 380 IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1,292 Se 8. hardwood
tioqq,
appliances
53.900 down $475
monthly Call Ruth*.
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 388 1
bath horns on quiet lot
in Furrier 1.291 sci.11.,
hardwood floor appliances. city water &
sewer 13.900 down.
$475 month
Call
Rutin (270)753.2222
1.320 sq ft country
home on 112 acre
3-bed,
2wage Meese call
293-1083

You bring so much
sunshine into my life
each day.
Love,
Mom

Mail information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
PO. Box 1040, Murray, Al 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell ,4ve, Murray
between 7:30 am, and 5:00 p.m.
Contact Jill or Julie at (270)753-1916 for more information.

.r

arms For Sale

/*A uso....e..

LOVELINE - $10 EACH

l eairwl a times t.o
lamming Act Attlscr
511 real estate wt,ern•ed hrrern
subthl to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, sisal" makes ii
illegal to advertise ans refer
enc., limitation of dittlfriline
rain beard ofi ice Lllit.f of I,
Icon. sex, handitar familial sr.,
tut in national origin or intros
nun to (flair .11.%
h
inn tairnrlation"
tarn
State as, ti 41,1Ai
rfm,fr..,

LOG CABIN
ONLY $69,900
Lake Access
W/FREE Boat Slips
Own the dream! New
2126 at log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake'
Paved rd. u/g utils
excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154. x.1697

Ai5-ell447

(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

460
Homes For Sale
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
_
ONE Bedroom. nice.
Washer'Dryer. pet &
smoke free $350 00
12701226-8006

dioc.c-soi

PICTURES - $12 EACH

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

1850 St RI 121S
Murray KY 42071
270-753-5562

DUPLEX 2130, I -I/2
bath, all appliances.
storage shed. hand.
cap accessible
$52Simo. 438-56/35

7441440417

sea.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
WHITE oak firewood
550 270-227-9042

tAarr. casetc, tvitoic-urs,

raikosainc;
, Dovabscas-to. cora "by
-door ot. ai I.ovo "sex&

1995 Plymouth
LAKE house. Three
Voyager spoil, 3 3 V-6.
bedrooki 2 bath with
full power. excellent
double garage, watercondition. 160.000
front lot, with trees,
miles, very well mainstorage shed, floating
tained Call for details
boat dock, concrete
$2 150 753-8124
boat ramp.
5275,000 00 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
Used Trucks
MUST Seen Just built
2.500 sq h
brick 010 85 Dodge Ram,
home Double garage
needs work
Private & beautiful 2+ $500/090 293-4984
acre lot 3r4-mile to
2003 Toyota 4-runner,
town
charcoal grey. 4-door
o$
70-5 19
1-39
85;
0DOD
by
sport, 2W0 power
owner Murray
sun-roof towing-pkg.,
--Three
NEAR the Park
luggage rack, 43.xia
bedrooms/two baths$18,000
brick exterior- yard
(270)227-5759
maintenance included
in HOA- (hock occu94 Chevy 1500 Ext
pancy10055outhwood0Lore Cab -- 200.000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
naJobs corn or
condition $2600
Clayton 293 9300 at
(270) 804-3566
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
'90 red Chevy LWB
THREE bedroom 1
Silverado 1500 V8,
bath bock home, with
tool box, towing packa shed. oulburlding,
age Great work truck
tobacco barn arid 8
753-7861.
$2.600
acres Located in
(270)293-6115
Hazel $115,000.00.
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

BARBE ROSA Cycles
LLC
AN service & repairs
270-382-2444

1

COACHMAN 2T
Camper, ref, TIC ,
stove, shower, toilet.
full sore bed, stereo.
C/H/A. T.V., awning,
suffer nice, everything
works. $5,000. 4365506 293-5507

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Sireices Offered
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 2274611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun seams
Res., Corn„ & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
270-519-8570
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
tunk & tree work

USED TIRES

small

520
a Man

Can 753-5606
Need to sell your
Truck or Car?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger
Times
270-753-1916

2004 Hams Classic 28'
note Bolo with preferred luxury package,
depth sounder, rear
erary. 25* tubes, hour
meter (200hrs ). Nftsv2
strokes. 2004 Eviniude
I 75HP with transferable warranty good
twough 7/9/2009 Soft
ride trailer 126.000
731-707-0537

FREE
Scrap Applfaccer flit u,,,,rw
kietai Storm Klmloot /fl. Doors
Scrap Metal Vloscrs & Thins
Batten,
Farm tioi.n,cint
270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839.

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKNOE &
TRUCKING
ROY MILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Thick
hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman
Service
Odd lobs Free estimates (270)762-0910

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonrig '.Decks
.W11 siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)0704111
LicanaticVInsured

CRIATIVI
IBUILDINC
Metal buildings. horn.
additions, remodeling
trultztding,
,,
concrete
lutediv.Af ordable rates

474-8555

,

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free esti
mates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Tod
Tod
the 31 •
335
Ti
Fift
1958.
the Sp
cessful
orbit,
On
In
ed of
-Gun.

GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered
(2701293-1924
HALL'S WAST1
\1 -%NACI
\

um.111i1

• week).. & special pick
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
I

iranite
‘larble

ES I

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
•

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

1121Aille Puts
WANT to Buy
camper, 1-axle
753-3128

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
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JOE'S JOBS
•

1-1344 •

NEED lIELPfi.
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No iob too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Occur,
Readers
using this information do so at their
own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities
TRENCHING
731-782-3961
731-336-5288

F.1

1

Murray Ledger & Times

LooldngBack
10 years ago
Published are a feature story
by Amy Wilson, managing editor,
and a picture by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane about Jeff and
Gayle Stevens and their triplet
daughters, Kelsey Janey. Kkrstyn
Lenay and Kourtney Renee. born
Dec. 24 at . Norton's Hospital,
Louisville, and released from the
hospital on Jan. 19.
Births reported include a boy
to Danny and Nikki Crouch, Oct.
13, and a girl to Mendi and Mark
Penner, Jan. 26; a girl to Stacy
and Alan Campbell, Jam 27.
Mr. and Mrs. William W.
Roberts will be married for 50 years
Feb. 6.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle
presenting Steve Lax with the -Fire
Fighter of the Year- award and
"Officer of the Year" award to Capt.
John Lane, training officer, at the
annual banquet. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb.
• The Golden Girls will present
entertainment at the annual banquet of the Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Members of the group are Louise
Weatherly, Oneida White, Eddie
Mae Outland and Dorothy Norris.
Murray High School Tigers won
79-71 over Calloway County High
School Lakers in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Jim Hornbuckle for Tigers and Corey Wells
ancL,Chad Stubblefield for Lakers.

30 years ago
Murray City Council named
Marshall Jones as a member to
fill the seat vacated by Johnny Rickman who resigned to accept a
position as a deputy of the Calloway County Sheriff's department.
Patty Mae Moody was presented the "Outstanding Citizen of the
Y ear- award by Murray -Callciway

i0134 .
.:7•
me

8•3

oval,
fire489-

County Area Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda sorority
of Woodmen of the Word. Mau% the presentation was Martha
Andrus, president of the chapter.

40 years ago
Dr. Wayne Beasley, a member
of the faculty of Murray State
University, and Skip Neale of
Louisville, formerly of Murray,
were named to the State Committee on Commission on Corrections and Conununity Service by
Gov. Louie Nunn.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakers won 69-68 over
South Marshall Rebels with high
scorers being Stan Key for Lakers and Robert Locke for Rebels;
Murray University Colts lost 4285 to Murray Tigers with high
scorers being Richey and Barnes
for Colts and Beane for Tigers.

50 years ago
Gladys Dowdy, senior at New
Concord High School, was the
winner of the Historical Essay
Contest, sponsored by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, according to Rebecca
Devine, contest director. Dowdy
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Dowdy.
Calloway County Judge WayIon Rayburn spoke about -Teen
Behavior- at a meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

60 years ago
The Tobacco Holiday in Murray was still in effect today for
sales on the local tobacco floors,
but officials hope that the weather will clear and sales can start
again on Feb. 2.
Plans and specifications for a
new Murray grade school building on South Ninth St. were
approved by the State Department
of Education and State Board of
Health, according to W.Z. Carter.
superintendent of Murray City
Schools.

TodayInHistory
By The Associated tress
Today is Thursday. Jan. 31,
the 31st day of 2008. There are
335 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Jan. 31,
1958, the United States entered
the Space Age with its first successful launch of a satellite. into
orbit. Explorer I.
On this date:
In 1606. Guy Fawkes, convicted of treason for his part in the
"Gunpowder Plot" against the EngE3IN Et

lish Parliament and King James
I. was executed.
In 1865, Gen. Robert E. Lee
was named General-in-Chief of
all the Confederate armies.
In 1917, during World Wax 1,
Germany served notice it was
beginning a policy of unrestricted submarine warfare.
In 1934, President Franklin
Roosevelt devalued the dollar in
relation to gold.
In 1944, during World War IL
U.S. forces began a successful inva-

E31-tie50
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Common courtesy conquers
the perils of the bike path
DEAR ABBY: "On Foot in
Orlando"(Nov. 23) wrote about
being nearly run down by bicycles going too fast, especially
when they don't warn that
they're approaching. When I'm
on my bike, I always slow down
and call out 'On your left!'
to warn the
walker that
I'm passing.
On the
other hand,
while
I'm
riding, I frequently
encounter
walkers
Dear Abby three or four
abreast, or
pedestrians
Abigail
By
walking
Van Buren
dead center
or meandering zigzag down a
path. In those cases, I ring
my bell. say. "On your left,"
and slow almost to a complete stop -- only to be totally ignored, leaving me with
no alternative but to ride on
the grass. Sometimes the threeabreast walkers are coming
straight at me and clearly see
me, but still won't move over
and give me enough space to
pass them (something that also
happens when I'm walking).
The obvious solution is for
walkers and riders to be considerate of one another, recognizing that we share a common road through life. -CELIA
IN
MISSOULA,
MONT.
DEAR CELIA: I agree with
you on that. Good manners

can smooth many potentially
abrasive situations. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Where I live,
there are no bike lanes separate from the walking lanes
on the shared path. We are
allowed to ride bikes on sidewalks, except on Main Street.
I only wish bikers here had

bicycle bells, but they don't
seem to have ever heard of
them, nor do they say "coming through' or "on your left'
-- they just come whizzing by.
I'm hoping some of them will
read this and take pity on
walkers. -- WALKER AND
BIKER IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEAR ABBY: I am neither a biker nor a walker on
a path. A cyclist ringing his
bell signaling me to move
would do no good, so I guess
I'd be one of those ending up
with "great bodily harm," as
you put it. You see, I'm hardof-hearing and could not hear
that dinging bell behind me.
What if the person ahead
of you is deaf? People can't
see deafness as a handicap the
way they can if somebody has
a cane, etc. And, yes, I do
wear hearing aids, in case some
of your readers are thinking,
"Get a hearing aid." Hearing
aids help, but they are not a
cure-all. (And many elderly
people don't hear well either.)
So, bikers, do not totally
rely on your bell to signal
people to move. If there are
pedestrians where you're riding, I urge you to use caution
in case somebody might have
a hearing impairment. -HARD-OF-HEARING
IN
WEST TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: When bicyclists, roller-bladers, joggers,
sion of Kwajalein Atoll and other
walkers and tricycle riders all
parts of the Japanese-held Marshall Islands.
share the same path. the genIn 1945, Private Eddie Slovik, eral rule is that the slowest
24, became the first U.S. soldier
person keeps to the right. This
since the Civil War to be executallows the roller-bladers and
ed for desertion as he was shot
cyclists to pass without causby an American firing squad in
ing alarm. Conflict usually arisFrance.
es when a group of people is
In 1971. astronauts Alan Shepwalking together, taking up
ard Jr., Edgar Mitchell and Stumost of the walkway and makart Roosa blasted off aboard Apollo 14 on a mission to the moon. ing it impossible for others to
pass, or when someone is wearing headphones and is oblivious to other users.
Unfortunately, when people
lue(
critEg SVIOCIELITED
don't observe basic courtesies
/AVICRIES I CAN 58
, 4
on shared pathways, everyone
WAS 1 I6F1it6 WEN of-C,
becomes frustrated. -- ANN IN
Og ?XING NE).• ow?
BRANFORD, CONN.
DEAR READERS: That's
right. Obviously, the rule should
be to use caution on shared
pathways, whether you are
walking or riding -- and instead
PI* of taking
for granted that you
have the right of way, show
consideration for others and
',..d.dr.•••;•., ,,µor'practice good manners.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
MAYBE TAEY SAID
Abigail Van Buren, also
EVEZYT14ING intEV'VE
known as Jeanne Phillips,
fuiGO'r TO SAY
and was founded by her mothkr
, er, Pauline Phillips.
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Lithotripsy may help prevent
kidney-stone agony
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
recently diagnosed with kidney

they be too large to pass.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
of my recently updated Health
Report "Kidney Disorders."

stones. The pain was some of
the worst I have ever experienced. I was treated with pain
medication, hydrated with a
saline solution and given a Cl'
scan. One of
the
stones
passed that
morning, and
I was sent
home. The
follow-up
doctor visit
revealed that
I have three
more stones
in my kidney
that I was
By
will
Dr. Peter Gott told
eventually
make their way down my urinary tract and will also be painful.
I am now somewhat paranoid
waiting for the new pain that
will come at anytime. I have a
visit scheduled in six weeks,
but in the meantime, I was told
to drink eight to 10 glasses of
water to k
the acid content
in my kidneys diluted and basically just wait. I do some traveling, and the thought of this
pain hitting me again while flying or in another state is agonizing.
DEAR READER: I can certainly understand your concern,

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 80
years old and take only one
prescription. Fosamax for high
cholesterol. A year ago, my
triglycerides were very high
despite taking Fosamax for several months. A nurse told me

to avoid white potatoes, white
rice and white flour. I had been
eating my fair share of white
potatoes despite the fact that
they seem to cause some throat
tightness. I prefer wheat bread
and brown rice and had not had
the white version in quite some
time. I did, however, eat cookies made with white flour.
DEAR READER: There are
several issues here.
First. Fosamax is a drug used
to treat osteoporosis, an age-related bone-softening condition, not
high cholesterol.
Second, if your triglycerides
have been high, the nurse's diet
is not an appropriate choice;
rather, you should limit dietary
fats.
Third, you need to speak to
your doctor about a low-fat diet
for your cholesterol problem and
why you are taking Fosamax.
Perhaps there was a misunderstanding about the Fosamax. If
you do not have osteoporosis
or osteopenia (pre-osteoporosis),,
you do not need Fosamax and
could do with calcium and vitamin D supplements. You may
also need a cholesterol-lowering medication if diet does not
lower your numbers.

Dr. Gott

but there is hope. Talk to your
doctor about having a procedure called lithotripsy. It is a
noninvasive technique that fragments the stones with sonic
waves. This should free you
from your anxiety and save you
the pain of passing three more
stones or having surgery should

ContractBridge
Sylvia Plays Duplicate Bridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
*9
•A K 4
•AQJ 94
*A Q 4 3
WEST
EAST
*A 108542
•K
•I07
•J 96 3
•tt7
•K 3 2
*I 8 5
+10972
SOUTH
•Q763
Q85 2
•1065
•K 6
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1•
Pass
I.
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — five of spades.
Sylvia never did like duplicate
bridge. What she enjoyed most was
playing rubber bridge with the experts at the club, even though she
realized she was outclassed.
She felt that the level of skill in
the duplicate game did not present
her with as much of a challenge —
not to mention the chance to improve
her game
as did the experts'
rubber-bridge game.

This deal occurred on a night
when Sylvia made one of her rare
appearances at the club duplicate. At
each of the 12 tables, South became
declarer at three notnunp.
At II tables, South made four
notrump after a spade was led to the
king and East returned the jack.
Declarer ducked and later finished
with 10 tricks after losing a diamond
finesse to East.
But at Sylvia's table, South went
down two. West led a spade, and
Sylvia (East) played the jack instead
of the king! South did not dare refuse
to take the jack., since it appeared certain that West had the A.K. So he
won with the queen and staked his all
on the diamond finesse.
Unfortunately, the finesse failed.
Sylvia won the ten with the king and
returned the king of spades. West
overtook with the ace and cashed his
spades, and declarer wound up down
two.
There was not much point to asking Sylvia to explain her jack play,
because everyone knew how reluctant she always was to part with a
king. In fact, had anyone asked,
Sylvia no doubt would have been
surprised to learn that any play other
than the jack could es en be contemplated.

Tomorrow: Test your play.
c2cosiorig Fus
i•H,

Crosswords
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RATS! YOU CAN TALK
TO TWE MOON BUT
'NE StAl WON'T LISTEN

1 Metalworker s
joint
6 Goes at
a very fast rate
11 Oaks-to-be
13 Meeting
14 Marlins st
15 Thither and 16 Place to stay
17 You and I
18 Typewriter key
20 Overindulge
22 Honey maker
23 Thailand. once
25 Chart shape
26 0 K Corral
name
27 Spnnkle
29 Gets on the
train
31 Periscope site
33 Wimple wearer
34 Go - (lose it)
37 Hull bottom
40 Throng
41 Close a parka
43 Reported

45 Santa - winds
46 Car deals
48 Ms Hagen
of films
49 Great Lakes st
50 Hot tub
51 Famous
cathedral town
53 And, to Caesar
54 Heston Oscarwinner (hyph )
56 Paris attraction
58 Loafed around
59 Nirvana

DOWN
1 Blows gently
2 Cream puff
3 Behold+
4 Shriveled up
5 Type of appeal
6 Territory
7 Possess
8 Cry of pain
9 Grass cutters
10 Win big
12 Barbershop
noise

Answer to Previous Puzzle
K INN IllelM
OCICE1
AGUA PAC ANISE'
YOGI OBI HOW
RELAX
AMNINI
IDYLLS
WHIN° YAK iTATJIT
HUNG EIRY HALO
EEK DUE EAGLE
A BE NT
ROaDIN
ISLES
OBEY RAG EDAM
SOLE HUH SILO
HELD OFIfil EiTIBM
1-31 ID 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc
13 Urban
nuisance
19 Sheepish
comment
21 Ballpoint point
22 Harmful

=MEM
=ME
MOM= MEM=
mu MOM MR mu
mum MEM ME
MOM MEM MEM
MEd MUM=
MIIM MUM
AMMENISdI
dINIM
MINIM
MO MUM MEM
du MUM MEM
MOM= IMAM
MEM
AM=
10

24
26
28
30

Young girl
Ocean fliers
Filbert
Razor-billed
bird
32 Fund-raiser
34 Wrote
35 Caviar,
actually
36 Rapper - Kim
38 Perfume label
word
39 Soda pop
buys
40 Familiar deer
42 Marmalade
ingredient
44 Sticky fruit
46 Future fries
47 Litterbug
50 That yacht
52 Mr Brynner
55 Giants org
57 Sundial
numeral
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Bluegrass Country Estate B & B
Since when did Oldham
'ounty claim to have a world
,lass bed and breakfast?
I'll tell you when. Since
Cheryl
Sabin
moved there
and opened
her
Bluegrass
Country
Estate B &
/3, that's
when!
LOC4ted
Out & About about
eight
... Kentucky miles from

Style

historic

downtown
LaGrange in
West
the LeEsprit
Syndicated
area this
Columnist
live guest
room bed
and hreaktast otters many
amenities not 4% Jilahie at many
overtnitias.
But its the grand entrance
through the Iron Gate and down
the drive where visitors are
greeted by a pair of life-sue
bionic thoroughbreds that give
saUsC for high expectations.
Disappointment will not be
III the vocabulary.
A Illedld room, with six
.user-sued leatherrecliner:-in
,emu-circle in front a 4 giant
pull-down screen, Is there for
!mcsts television needs. So are
.1 swimming pool and an eightperson hot tub There's even a
Ilse-station gym for those who
don't want to just let "themselves go" tor a day or two.
The elegance of this 6,600
'<mare loot horse-Merited home
with its collection of tine furnishings. one-of-a-kind lamps
MO hand painted murals. all
.1,1/1 Iii IN: overnight experience.
Cheryl was born in
!lolly wood. CalifOrma and
,inte of her mother's colleen,ins a MOS IC stars are prominently displayed on the walls of
the media room, along with a
touteal stand alone popcorn
machine
With stops in Colorado.
Philatklphia and London.
England. the self-described
entrepreneur felt like LaGrange
is a logical place to land
"I hive horses, she says. and
Ibis area ot the country is so
hcautitul
has horses I
%% anted to create something
here that would he appealing to
%isnots with horses "
A hat Cheryl means are
those travelers who are nattering horses behind their vehicles And rust it, prove she is
serious about it. she built an
eight stall stable behind her
home shortly after purchasing
the property .Although the barn
may ma mat some of
Kentucky". Illalt4 horse farms.
the padded floor. bra% y oak
sliding doors and comment
i,idang area. won't Miss II fat
Me beautiful nine acre
grounds otter visitors an opportunity to stroll the grounds. and
Cheryl likes to point out that
her property has access Iii j25
mile riding trail for those who
.1. nuked bring their horses
"I rust lose Kentucky and
especially the people here:
Cheryl says "I've tried to
present something here our
guests will remember"
You'll also remember Angel
and Blinard. Cheryl's pair of
Golden Retriever-Lab mix
Jogs tell behaved is an
understatement A collar electronic sy %wt
.
!) permits the dogs
nom goinginto Cheryl's -offBy Gary

P

area of the home.
A bed and breakfast should
have a comfortable bed and a
nourishing breakfast. Bluegrass
Country Estate has both. You
can travel around this world
several times and you'll not
overnight on such a restful mattress as here. And the next
morning when Cheryl nngs her
"it's time to cat" bell, the well
appointed breakfast counter
looked like a picture out of a
gourmet magazine. Country
ham, sour mash pancakes.
topped with syrup laced with
bourbon, cheese and eggs
scrambled, a fruit bowl composed of pineapples, strawbernes. apples, and grapes. All of
this could be washed down
with a cup of fresh-brewed coffee or chilled orange juice.
What a way to start the day.
And the day has to include a
short journey to downtown
LaGrange. The shopping is
awesome from Karen's Book
Store to Friends and Fiber to

Children's Treasures to the
IMO Corner Store, it's all
good. But whatever you do
don't leave LaGrange without
eating at Norma Jean's
Trackside restaurant. With a
menu as varied as any "big
city" restaurant, Norma Jean's
offers up several things you'd
have to go to a big city to eat.
From Cuban dishes to Yellow
fin Tuna to hot browns and fried green tomatoes, this eatery
is a must for lunch or dinner,
and if you're lucky maybe even
both.
Pan of the charm of
LaGrange is the railroad tracks
that run smack dab an the middle of town. Some 30 trains a
day pass by so be sure and look
both ways before crossing the
street.
There's no excuse. Get up.
get out, and get going.
Gary P West can be reached
at west1488@bellsouth.net or
checkout his web site at
www.garypwest.com.

Ptioto provided

The beautiful entryway into the grounds at Bluegrass Country Estates B & B sets the stage for
what is on the inside
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Milestones of Murray & Calloway Co.
As we begin the 2008 year we salute our businesses, old and new,
who continue to make our community a great place to live.

First Christian
T
Church
Dr. Charles L Rowland,Senior Minister
111 N.5th Street•Murray
753-3824
www.fcenturray.com

First
Baptist

Church

Churchill-qmes

203 S. 4th St.
Murray
753-1854

Family Funeral Home
en Generations of Our Fanuty Serving Yours
Kenneth Quark:II Inter & Man Beth hers - Owners
11104 May.121 North•Murray•753-0805

Eric Penniston

Ifuneral 140tne

600 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071

201 S. Third SL • Murray
(270) 753-2411

(270)753-7401

Terry & Karen Isaacs

1854
40E
HILLIARD
LYONS
.ie SRLAM. W.

Mirk OK
MI WM It WU NO LK'

Court Square • Murray •753-3366

Brtagtng peace to tfrubld

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE. OMAHA,NEBRASKA

qmes-Miller
Funeral Home

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Dr.
Murray • 270-753-4741
coil 270-293-7197

John %Muni

\. Havent.k

Megan Hank

Celebrating 81 Years of Seirvic•
805 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5171
MMus on the web: www

1931
Lalad%

Murray Calloway Co. Locally Owned Funeral Haat
brava ardallhen A Man Beth Nes - 01V11117

Jeremy Bell — Sales Representative

311 N.Meet• Murray•753-7000

1393 St. Rt. 45 N.• Mayfield
1-800-633-7296

701 Main St.• 753-5273
www.parkerford.cona

605 Main St.•509 N. 12th St.
753-2552
www.boonecteasess.co

Serving Agricultural
& Construction Needs in Western

• Thornton Tile
& Marble

Office Technology Specialists

1937

Randy Thornton
Heating & Air Conditioning

612 S. 9th St.• Murray

ME
McKeel
Equipment Co.

753-5719

503 Walnut • 753-3062

1 ,44
Calloway
Monument Co.

smoilto
1945
ass,

1945

62 Years Old!

Fitts Block
& Ready Mix

Tommy °craw ay
11w Windshield Specialist.'

VINSON
TRACTOR
94 East • Murray, KY
753-4892

1955
MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc,

Plumbing • Electrical
Hardware • Equipment Rentd
200-206 East Main St.•753-3361

195
5
Steele &
Allbritten
Plumbing & Electrical
• pool Supplies di Installation

Celebrating our 50th Anniversary
We appreciate your business'

• Appliance. & Itepao • Vacuum %mule
207 S. 3rd St.• 753-5341

1
...*7

105 N. 3rd St.• Murray
753-1502

NW/.Immo,YU

Carroll Tire
& Wheel
Alignment, Inc.

FUNERAL
HOME
713 South 4th Street • 75 t-6800
wry w.yorktunerallwbow.com

Vms 1111•Mok tVIN

118 S. 5th St.• 753-4451 .dre..m mow

Chad Parks • Manager

'

Michelin • Toyo • Yokohama
1

939 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
753-6433

1305 N. 12th St., Murray
d
iu753-1489
mmia

516 S. 12th St., Murray.
753-9131
Thank you for your business.
Sarah McCuiston

NANNEY
INSURANC
E
Of insurance
At Typos

Voted Merrily's Tenants' Win Clothing

305-C S.

ir St. • 753-5678

317 Stabler Lane
(121 S. Murray)
753-7387 • Pager 762-8837

1970
HUNGRY
BEAR
Restaurant & Arcade
Hwy. 641 South • 753-2417
www4ealetayiorcheseuittrom

44iimissia
1971
Mickey Boggess
Motor Sales

107 North 4th Street • Murray, KY
270-753-4937
Agents
Chris Nanney it, Bob Nanapy

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

4

Unique Gifts Jr Scrapbooking

"Good Food ct fan All ln One" "
1310 Maio St.• 753-7641

Court Square • Murray
753-0859

1972

Pagliait
Yamaha • A tl.•a tuko • Bad Bon Buggies

Hwy.94 East • Murray

753-8078
lowasodcountrytnotorsports.aMa

M&T
Painting
Outres: Pad MAO•Searmy ?Wool

Seaberry Dr.• Murray
759-4Erf,

1975
Brenda's
Beauty Salo
1306-C S 12th St.• Murray
753-4532

176

% ookmad
Bert'. Boo.,
Carrying

tined Calloway County's
Favorite Consignment Story
5 Years In a Row.

Cirolo E Casale., TY, o14 tio
11400 selostiou of Hello Kitty
I, Kasteskyll
OMMOINII•

Horny • 753-7222

Owner: James Holland
East Main St. Murray
753-5606

Car Stereos
To Fit Any Car, Any Budget
Custom Installation

J.W. Jones
Tax Service
The best pizza in town, honest!
804 Chestnut St.• 753-6656

(270)492-8662
2240 Brandon Rd.
Hazel, KY 42049-8806

Owners: Faye & David Rogers
308 N. 12th St.•753-7743

Westside
Baptist Church
"Called to Make a Difference"
207 Robertson Rd. South
753-8240
www.wbcmurray.org

714N. 12th St.
ChesinuiMills Shopping Center
753-7670

Electric
Landscaping • Lawn Service
Mowing •Sprinklers
753-3362

Providing
temporary and/or
permanent office
workers.

Lindy Sutter • Jim Fain • Terry Butler

22 Years!
Fell Service Electrical Contractors
753-9562

tv Lye

1 7
)(I'm)fife
arislian 33ooklore

3rd 8c Maple
Murray, Kentucky

Court Square - Murray
753-1622

Lee Jewelry
Artisans

A&F
WAREHOUSING

Illeatiee This Ad
Rocishr• A
Tree Weide Ilettery

INNOVATIVE
PRINTING &
GRAPHICS
incorporated
1623 St. Rt. 121 N.
Murray •270-753-8802

gifts

305 S. 12th St.• Murray
753-7441

arisilan Cenler

"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"
305-DN. 12th • Murray • 759-1141

Ladies Tine Affaref Sr'

Paint Plus
Flooring
Owners - Paul Myhill
& Sammy Tidwell
Johnson Blvd.• Murray
759-4979

Meeting your num storage needs SOKY
1988 with 2 convenient locations.
/Nam & Amy Futrell, Owners

Landscapes, Inc.
www maleylandscopes com

753-7668

753-5726

"Thanks"

MURRAY ANIMAL
HOSPITAL & PET HOTEL
a TULIN Weigel
Owner Jayson Stahler
317 Stahler Lane (121 S. Murray)
753-210• Cell 293-730

Milestones
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Neon Beath
Tanning
St Storage Rents!
812 WhItnell Drive • Murray
753-3333

IMD
PLUMBING

intonouSairsor Banners & Sons
Coior DricslotabotatSackernAto1014
Vohicle Grattica • Large FuN Cokii Plain

Over 22 Yrs. Experience
Brakes — Shocks — Oil Filter & Labe
Ronnie Green

1301 Chestnut St.• Murray
753-7117

514 S. 12th St.• Murray
7534868

Utterback Road • Murray,KY
35°
270-753-5050
Lisa Rudolph - Director

2003
1111111$ OMIT

Kevin & Richard Lamb
101 industrial Rd.• Murray
753-2925

Eyecare
Specialties

100% Employee Owned Since 1998

1998

Busy Bee':
Child Care Inc.

LAMB'S
SMALL ENGINE

1998

1998
808 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
753-1111

1992

1995
(270) 753-4736

Warehouse
Tire

4

1992
IMO Exhaust

Dr. Kevin M. Adams.
308 S. 12th St.• Murray, Ky
759-2500

"15 Years of Service"

Murray Ledger & Times

Hickory Woods
R•tireas•nt C•ncer

Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but, we come close.

84 Utterback Rd.•759-87 I

2002
MAgEY

CO13
VC.
Owners
Takena Bomar & Patty Knott

GIANT

1701 Hwy 121 N.• Murray

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-3688

753-8322

1999
mei)
Murray Bank
405 S. 12th St.•700 N. 12th St.
753-LOAN
teas
FCC trew.theamarraybaik.com

2002
reAves
"Gifts For Epene"

Amor Yoe fool A C000 YEN/

Jewelru • Home Decor•
• Flatware
Moucan Potten3 and Iron •!Social Registn3

1417 West Main St.•753-66n
Owners: Hugh & Sara Massey

Wr GO Wrap & Delmer
400 Main St. • 767-0007

MMUS1LIU,

2003
Wyk &till

Arionolve Sante & Repair Grays
.
11441 ,.rerealarl Pao lc Ow
DWIGHT & IA1VET BRINN - OWNERS
507 S. 12th St.• 759-000

FREE DELIVERY
817 Coldwater Rd.
Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
762-0442

2007
Movies by Whitney
earner of Gldt
at Sycamore

753-9229

Matt Lewis,Agest

24 Hour Good Neighbor Service'
753-9627
305 N. 12th St-, Suite C• Murray

1824 Stet* louts 121 Nor*
Murray, KeetistIty 42071

270-7534446

Down
Rom
6Finance
lowLerel New Life °mutual Booknove
• 5th It Main • 753-1672

1879
ifithisirnmEs
Your Number One News Source
For The Past 129 Years
1001 Whitneil Ave., Murray
753-1916

nil

50613 N. 12th St., Murray • 767-0382

If you would like
to participate in next
• year's Milestones, contact
your advertising
representative at 753-1916
or ads@murrayledger.com

The Murray Ledger & Times would like to thank
all the businesses that participated in this year's Milestones.
We wish them continued success.

